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Transient has been frequenting campus, spotted with young girls
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Sex offender gains attention in Arcata
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of California.
Approximately 1,500 of them
are considered high-risk. Of
the three in Humboldt County,
Nga

Hanley is the third.
The University Police De-

partment had been keeping an
eye out for Hanley since December when his status as a highrisk sex offender was learned

during a traffic stop.

Above: High-rish sex offender

On Jan. 27 ,he was spotted ex-

Hanley also goes by Planet

iting Gist Hall with two 10-yearold girls.

McHanic.
Left: Hanley claims to be living
in his van in Humboldt County.

He was followed until officers
confirmed they had authority

pxoros

courtesy

oF

UPE

to pull him over based on his
status.

status.

But they could have been.
Hanley aka Planet McHanic,
has multiple previous convictions for committing a lewd or
lascivious act with a child under the age of 14, according

' Megan’s Law CD-ROM.

Robert
Officer
UPD
Schmeltzer said one of the
mothers came in to look at
UPD’s copy of the Megan’s Law
CD-ROM after the incident.
Schmeltzer said Hanley has
been frequenting campus.

In the past, Hanley

has

gained the trust of the parents
or guardians before molesting
their children, he said.
“Based on his history, I
_ wouldn’t let my kids in his van

for 10 seconds,” Schmeltzer
said. “He’s high risk for a reason.”
California’s Megan’s Law,
passed after federal legislation,
allows law enforcement to no-

Kanka by a convicted sex offender.
The legislation encouraged
states to disseminate information regarding sex offenders to the public.
In years past, Officer Roger

High-risk sex offenders are

moving.

those who have been convicted

Sex offenders must also regis-

and this one is ours.”

CRIME ALERT

der of 7-year-old Megan

University Police 826 3456

)

Schroeder said he was pro-

hibited from telling anyone
his knowledge of convicts’
records.
The California Legislature
declared that serious and
high-risk sex offenders have
a reduced expectation of privacy because of the interest

a
e

)
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of public safety.
Schroeder said the law is a
means of ensuring —_

t

>

~ 18-20 years of age
No facial has, nes

tify the public St serjous al. sated anase

“The California camenais

somewhere between Trinidad
and McKinleyville.
Sex offenders are required to
register within
five working days
of completing their sentence or

There must also be specified
criminal activity within the
last five years, not including
the time in custody.
“He’s in a very special category,”
Schmeltzer
said.
“(Hanley is) a real bad apple,

sentence Conae on him by

,

®

and boyfriend

claims to be living in his van

ing days of their birthday.
If a sex offender has no address, like Hanley, he or she
must register every 90 days.
Since 1995, sex offenders who
fail to register can be charged
with a felony, which may result
in a “third strike” conviction.

of multiple violent crimes, at
least one of which
was a violent
sex crime.
;
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A mother

came outside. And then the
other girl’s parent arrived.
None were aware of Hanley’s

ter annually within five work-

the courts and is NOT currently
wanted for any crimes.
Schmeltzer said the man

of Justice produces
a
monthly CD-ROM which is
availableto the public at all
sheriff’s departments and
police departments in cities
with a population of 200,000
or more.
UPD has one available for
the public, although the
Arcata Police Department
does not.
Federal legislation was
passed in 1996, in response to
the sexual assault and mur-

.

Ironically the stop occurred
a house down from where
Hanley was dropping off the
girls.
:
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Emily Lyons, survivor of clinic violence, speaks at HSU
sv Laura

Tanxensiey

CAMPUS EDITOR
arla Joy, a Eureka
resident, began
weeping
as she lis-

tened to guest speaker, Emily
Lyons, a survivor of a clinic
bombing.
Lyons lectured at HSU on
Jan. 24 in frontof 75 HSU students and community members.
At 7:33 a.m. on Jan. 29, 1998,

a bomb exploded outside the
New Woman, All Women
Health Care Clinic in Birmingham, Ala.
The clinic offered family
planning services as well as
abortions.
Lyons, a registered nurse

who worked at the clinic, was
severely injured and a police
officer,
Robert
“Sandy”

Sanderson, was killed.
According to CNN, this is believed to be the first fatal clinic
bombing in US. history.
Lyons calls Jan. 29 the turning point of her life.
She said she went to work

that day just like any other,
how; ver, on this day a stran,ger
attempted to kill her because he
disagreed with her beliefs.

The suspect, Eric Robert
Rudolph, allegedly detonated a
pipe bomb containing roofing

matterof seconds,” Lyons said.
“IT hope you realize how valuable your freedoms are. I’m n,”
she said. “t talking just about
the freedom of choice. I am
talking about any freedom that

- nails and dynamite when he

you hold dear, because there is
somebody out there in the

saw Lyons and Sanderson outside the clinic.
Investigators continue to
search for Rudolph, offering a

world who is willing to take
them away from you.”
According to the National
Abortion Federation, there

$1 million reward for his arrest.
Lyons explained in her

have been a total of 2,540 re-

speech the extent of her inju-

against abortion providers
since 1977.
Seven murders and 15 at-

ries.

The bomb, which exploded
12 feet away from her, blew her
out of her shoes and shredded
her clothing.
The fireball from the bomb
reached higher than 5,400 degrees Fahrenheit, causing her
to suffer first-, second- and

third-degree burns over most
of the front of her body.
She still has many nails and
shrapnel inside her.
Lyons’ legs, hand, abdomen
and eyes were injured.
“Please be very thankful for
the physical abilities you have,
because they can be gone in a

ported incidents of violence

tempted murders have occured
since 1993.
Each year, Planned Parent-

hood invites a distinguished
speaker to HSU to celebrate the
anniversary of Roe vs. Wade.
This year it invited Lyons.
“Emily is a courageous

woman,” said Debbe Hartridge,
the director of education information and public affairs at Six
Rivers Planned Parenthood.
“She makes the reality of the
choice and how these kinds of
things impact people.”

Since the bombing, Lyons

“Please be very thankful for the physical
abilities you have, because they can be
gone in a matter of seconds.”
Emily Lyons
survivor of abortion clinic violence
hesitant anymore,” she said.
“Emily made me not want to be

has devoted her time to encouraging people to get involved in
issues they are passionate
about, not to tolerate violence
and to not be silent.
“People frequently ask, ‘Why
do you do what you do?’” Lyons

so quiet about it.”
Jay, who has worked at Six
Rivers Planned Parenthood for

14 years, said the story hit close
to home.
“It was compelling, very
moving,” Joy said. “It makes
me realize that we are very for-

said in her speech.
“My answer is to let the suspect know that he failed. He
didn’t silence me. He didn’t shut
the.clinic down. He did not cre-

tunate here in Arcata. All the
people here are so supportive in

ate the silence he had longed for,
and he did not instill the fear in

so Many ways.”

While in Humboldt County,
Lyons also gave two media con-

me he had hoped for.
“Instead of killing me, he

ferences and spoke at the 20th
Annual Choices Breakfast the
next morning.
Lyons then flew home to Birmingham, Ala., to rest until the
four-year anniversary of the
bombing when she planned to
go out to dinner with her family and friends.

made me a mentally stronger
person capable of reaching and
educating more people than I
could have ever imagined.”
Jo Louise Baxter, a political
science sophomore, was one of

the students who attended
Lyons’ lecture at HSU.
“Tam pro-choice and I am not

SCQPNAS
Disenrollment, coming soon to a major near you?

WHO ARE WE?
The Student Coalition for the Quality and Preservation of the Native American Studies Department

(SCQPNASD) formed in response to blatant threats to this CSU’s valuable and rare department.
>

Would you want
your stock broker
giving you a physical exam?

> Do you think your
English professor should

>

Do you want your
HSU diploma, the one you’ve

be teaching Quantum Physics?

paid so much and worked so hard

for to be worth the paper on

which it’s printed?

Youd think the answers to these questions would be obvious,
but our administration would have you believe otherwise

Speenns Events
-

Watch for SCQPNASD activities until this matter is corrected.
at you haves t heard what’ s going - you should get apes !

a

A

A
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> Feb 5« Rally on the Quad
> ‘Feb 11 ¢ Deadline for
‘ 3

VP Stokes’ decision _ :
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Fish and Game

Group’s main concern is to get NAS professors reappointed

Environmental

sy Avex Ratner
LUMBERJACK STAFF
ith all of the recent
turmoil
surrounding HSU’s
Native American studies department of late, a group of students has attempted to rise
above it, in order to try and take

control of the type of education
they'd like to receive from HSU.

Enter the Student Coalition.

and held by the group on Dec. 6

after he requested his Califor-

in the U.C. Quad.
Tirado-Baredes said the pur-

nia Faculty Association repreings

educate students and faculty on

project, Dupris said.

this issue.
Another rally was held Tues-

On Sept. 12 of last year,
Dupris, Hill and Giovannetti

day.
“Our
question
to
the
university’s administration is,
‘Why are these professors not
being recommended for reinstatement when they have re-

filed suit against the university,

tions and enrollment in NAS
classes was 74.94 FTES last

response to the possibility that
NAS professors Joseph Dupris

year?” said David Campio an
NAS senior and a founding

and Kathleen Hill may not be

member of the coalition.
FTES is the number of students enrolled in at least 15

demic year.
“Our primary concern is to

keep these professors here,”
said Carmen Tirado-Baredes, a
graduate student at HSU,
former Associated Students
president and a founding mem-

ber of the coalition.
The coalition has recently
prepared two resolutions, one

sponsored by the AS and the
other by the coalition itself,
along with the signatures of 700
students.
Angel Robinson, an NAS junior at HSU and founding mem-

ber of the coalition, said they
are intending to use these docu-

ceived positive student evalua-

units of a major, for example
Social Work was a! »'.2 FTES
last year.
The conflict between the uni-

versity and professors Dupris
and Hill began in 1998, when
NAS’
chairman
Joseph
Giovannetti and Hill’s were re-

moved from the American Indian Civics Project, allegedly
over a copyright dispute with
the university.
The civics project was intended to develop an NAS curriculu n of classes for other
schools to follow and was paid
for by an $800,000 grant from

the Kellogg Foundation.
ments to demonstrate student
support in written form for - In August 1999, the third in-

§ professor, Dupris,

aD

a

about

his

role

in the
: A bachelor’s
degree with a major in a
biological, chemical, physical or environmental
science, or a
closely related scientific discipline. (Admission to a masters or

doctoral degree program in a biological, chemical, physical,or

environmental science, or a closely related scientific discipline
shall be ee
oo
ee
ese

alleging racial, national origin
and color discrimination, re-

taliation and conspiracy by ad-

Mail
application
the
to: Department of Fish and Game, Attention:

ministrators at HSU, the HSU
Foundation and the CSU. No
court date has been set.
Last November, Dupris and
Hill were not recommended by
Karen Carlton, dean of the College of Arts and Humanities,
who is also named in the suit,
and the CAHSS Personnel Com-

Exam Unit P.O.Box 944209, Sacramento, CA 94244-2090.
You MUST include a State of California Application (form 678)
which can be
downloaded from the State Personne! Board website at

(www.spb.ca.gov).
For more information, please contact
Human Resources at (916) 653-8120

mittee for reappointment.
The coalition and the professors said they believe this is in
response to the professors’ law-

Ser

T@le

suit as well as an attempt by the
university to dismantle the
NAS department.
“Dean Carlton says she supports the NAS department and

OEY

wants it to grow. Then why is
she trying to get rid of two of
its most integral members,”
Robinson said.

Charlotte Stokes, vice president of student affairs, will de-

cide if Dupris and Hill will be
reappointed.
The coalition and professors

said they expect her decision
fr Feb. 11, but her secretary

would not confirm the date.

removed from the project

JAH iy valqeih MaIGid * ef cet -<

Scientist

sentative be present at proceed-

pose of the rally was to further

for the Quality and Preservation of the Native American
Studies Department.
The coalition was formed in

reappointed to a sixth aca-

oe

5
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Coalition formed by students

ee

|
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707.445.2609

Nine-year-old Brittany Ohiheiser attended the Dec. 6 rally in the U.C. Quad.
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* .E.8. House presents
conference

GLUES BUSTERS

HSU presents its second annual Service Learning Conference Feb. 22 - 24. Ththrough fo-.

students understand
help op
willsh
This work

sion.
ms
depres
and deal with sympofto

cus this year will be “Buildirfg

An empowerment and emotional support
MOT CHARLIE’S ANGELS
group for women who challenge traditional gender roles...»

INSIONT A group for students with questions or concerns about
the use of alcohol or other drugs.
SREANING THE CVELE

in your
— Have you experienced violence

relationship? Physical, sexual, emotional and mental abuse are

you itgcan
who is hurtin
never okay, but when you love someone
be hardto know what to do. This group is for people who are

violence in their relationships.
aboutned
concer

tee

SETTER RELATIONSINPS §—_ Learn how to enhance your relationship
skills in this group.
A 10-12 week group.
MEALING ROOM
healing after sexual assault or abuse.

Learn survival skills for

FOOD POR THOUGHT: CREATING A POSITIVE RELATIONSHIP WITH

#000 6 8OB¥ Explore your relationship with food, your feelings
about your body and examine the impact that society has had in these
areas to create a new more empowered approach to eating and self.
SENVAL BEHAVIOR WORKSHOP Are you having safe sex.. all the
time? Is it easy to talk about safe sex with your partner (casual or
committed)? You're invited to join a group of your peers to discuss...
GRIEF SUPPORT The death of a loved one can impact our lives a
great deal. This group can help you by discussing feelings of loss.

POSITIVE LIVING This group will provide tips to better manage
pain and stress, as well as support and insight from others living
with chronic illness and pain.
PARENTS SUPPORT

Being a parent AND being in college yourself

can be stressful. Meet others who are dealing with similar issues.

Bridges of Social Change
through Service.”
The conference’s workshops
an,d other activities linking
community service and social
justice, is open to community
members, students, staff and
faculty.
Saturday's keynote speaker

will be Colin Rajah, executive

. director for JustAct — Youth
ACTion for Global JUSTice —
a national organization promoting youth education and activism.

One unitof credit is available
to conference participants. The
registration deadline is Feb. 18.

For details or to register, call
the Service Learning Center at
826-4963, or visit the Y.E.S.
House.

New panel hopes to
break silence
The Sistas Speak Panel will
meet Thursday in the South
Lounge at 7 p.m.

:

Some of the newly formed
groups’ goals include: breaking
the silence about the issues of
hate, prejudice and stereotypes
within this community to establish unity among the students and for each individual to
have an opportunity to learn
about others’ cultures and
voice opinions openly and
freely.

There will be a question and

answer period forthe audience

and refreshments will be
served.
For more information call
Keion Morgan, coordinator of

and outreach at the

MultiCultural Center at 8268369.

Education Summit
fills weekend
The North Coast Education
Summit 2002 takes place Saturday and Sunday on campus.
The events will feature more
than 100 sessions on issues related not only to K-12 schools
and higher education, but on
topics such as parenting and
pre-school programs, community organizing and activism,
and the role of the media in
educating the public.
Bill Ayers, professor of education, leader of the smallschools movement and author
of the award-winning book “To
Teach: The Journey of a

Teacher,” will speak as the closing event of the summit. Tick-

ets are $10 for the general public and included in the registra-

tion fee for participants.
For a schedule of events, see
at
site
Web
the

www.humboldt.edu/~cops/
nces.htm.
;
For information on register-

ing call 826-3731. The registra-

tion fee is $40 for the two-day
summit. Scholarships are available.
Wouirran
en
ey Leann
~ comp

Get educated, supported and nurtured.

ANGER MANAGEMENT WORKENOP

=

Learn more about this

challenging emotion to develop positive outlets, better
communication skills, personal boundaries and alternative behaviors.

FIND YOUR BUSS A stress reduction workshop
who
LET'S TALK ABOUT SEX(VALITY) This group is for students
identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender and for
those who are in the process of thinking about (or questioning)
their sexuality and would like a safe place to talk.

Warm Winter
SALE!
To sign up for any of these groups come to Counseling
_ nd Psychological Services, Student Health Center
.

Building, 2nd floor, Ream

208. : =.

Eco

McKinleyville Shoppin

CN

ogy

—
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PDc

restroom
in Madrone Hall.
Tuesday, Jan. 22
6:31 p.m. An assault was reSunday, Jan.27
ported at the top of Cypress
3:10
a.m. A fire alarm was
Trail. The victim was puShed
- pulled
in Cypress Hall.
into construction planks.
See Campus, page 3 a,nd next
3:17 a.m. -Two fire alarms
week’s story for more informawere pulled in the Creekview
tion.

residence hall area.

Wednesday, Jan. 23
11:42 a.m. A smoldering
trash
can was reported outside of
Science A. Officers extinguished the fire and removed
the fire-causing cigarette butts
to an ashtray.

5:22 p.m. Flames were re-

Chinquapin Hall.
Officers
were unable to locate
any solicitors.

bleachers
for possession of less
than
one ounce of marijuana.
5 p.m. A person seeking assistance at the Cashier’s Office in
the Student and Business Services building was reported
reeking of alcohol.
He was last
seen exiting the
west doors.
_

ported in a tree behind Canyon
residence halls.

8:51 p.m. A housing employee
requested an officer pick up a
bong confiscated
from the third
floorof Sunset Hall.

12:45 a.m. A living group ad‘visor reported
seeing a person
restricted from the housing

up four — yes four — confiscated bongs from the Canyon
residence halls.

area in a Canyon Hall room.
Officers learned
the person
hed been Saving Sethe Bale
few weeks.
’ 11:29 a.m. Officers checked
out the report of a person seen
with an open alcoholic beverage on B Street. But it was nonalcoholic.

tacted and advised of univer-

sity regulations. -

5:04 p.m. The fire alarm was
activated in the Power and
Transportation Building. Officers and the Arcata Volunteer
Fire Department responded
-and determined
the source of
smoke to be from
previous oc-

ThisWeek

<u pants

7

smoking.
Less than

.

Friday, Feb. 1
1:13 p.m. Housing handed
over another bong confiscated
from Redwood/Sunset
halls for
destruction to UPD.
11:44 p.m. Someone reported
an intoxicated woman who
passed out and hit her head in
a Canyon residence hall.
Officers and an ambulance
responded. The ambulance

was

from
“ones recov-

This Semsetet

an unattended

7

backpack in

ong Tally'::

Monday, Jan. 28

12:17 p.m. Two people were
cited in Redwood Bowl’s west

11:42 p.m. An officer picked

|

one ounce of
marijuana

.

officers.

and promptly confiscated from
the second floor women’s

ployee requested
an officer pick

tions in Tan Oak Hall were con-

ported soliciting magazine
subscriptions
door-to-door in

vestigated but were unable to
locate any smoke or flames in
the area.

”
Tuesday, Jan. 29
10:47 a.m. A bong and pipe
were retrieved from Redwood
Hall for destruction.

Wednesday, Jan. 30
4:19 p.m. Two men reportedly
soliciting magazine subscrip-

6:25 p.m. Two
men were re-

Officers responded and in-

11:45 p.m. A keg was reported

Thursday, Jan. 31
12:38 a.m. A housing em-

Thursday, Jan. 24
~ 10:50 p.m. A person observed
3:19 p.m. Someone reported a
‘
two
others running and taking
drug dealer in Sunset Hall. Officers were unable to locate any off in a Ford Explorer from
* Jolly Giant lot.
such person..
The curious caller followed
the Explorer to Giuntoli Lane
Saturday, Jan. 26
and back. He became con1:25 a.m. A woman reported
cerned when the Explorer beareckless driver in Jolly Giant
gan following him.
lot caused her to damage her
Since no contact was made
own vehicle when she tried to
and
there was no obvious vioavoid it.
lation, no action was taken by
Officers were unable to locate
the reckless driver.
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transported her to Mad River
Community Hospital.
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University Studies Abroad Consortium
Your Gateway to the World
° Many programs offer Intensive Language Courses in
Spanish, French, German, Basque, Thai, Danish, Hebrew,

Czech, Italian and Chinese
¢ University credit
e Scholarships available
e Semester, yearlong and summer programs sniattelhe
e Wide range of academic courses in small class sizes
e Enjoy field trips, excursions and optional tours
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Available to any HSU student who is eligible for financial aid,
is a currently enrolled full-time student (12 or more units) with a cumulative
GPA of at least 2.5, and who will be returning to HSU next year.
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN THE A.S. OFFICE,
LOCATED IN THE SOUTH LOUNGE OF THE UNIVERSITY CENTER
Completed applications are due back in the A.S. office
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Ex-nuclear research scientist talks ethics
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Greek native plans to return home to spread message of peace

.

mmuztmmenn
ormer
search
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LUMBERJACK STAFF

nuclear
rescientist,

Andreas Toupadakis, spoke
about ethics in nuclear weapons research on Jan. 25.
Toupadakis said he resigned from
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Jan. 31, 2000, after he found out his
environmental work on the Stockpile
Stewardship Program was being used to

illegally develop a new nuclear weapon.
The Stockpile Stewardship Program’s
agenda is to secure and maintain the
U.S. nuclear arsenal, according to the

laboratory’s Web site.
In Toupadakis’ “Open Letter” to the
laboratory, he said, “Not only are weap-

ons tested, but new weapons are to be
made (in the laboratory).”
Toupadakis said he exchanged his
comfortable career as a research scien-

tist to share this message: “If you find
out who you are, you will be a pillar of
strength and light for the ones who are
desperate.”
He said the “desperate ones” are the

people who are doing what they do for
reasons other than love.

“Toupadakis’ speech was a challenge

salle

for people to evaluate their own lives
and see if they are participating in the
violence,” said Todd Beer, environment
and community graduate student.
In an interview
in the San Francisco
Chronicle just after his resignation
Toupadakis said, “The truth is, making
weapons of mass destruction in the
name of peace and pe
nuclear
weapons is nothing else but an act

tie Seman

ae

Shane Brinton, 15-year-old Arcata resident, listens to Andreas Toupadakis speak about working in the
chemical and nuciear industry and the consequences of the industry on humankind.

is a sign that we are
where all he is is kindness and love,”
‘ more important to “Toupadakis has crossed still human,” he
Arcata resident Willow Rain said.
Toupadakis said there was a common
know exactly what a threshold where all
he is said.
denominator in larger acts of violence
- gee many of these
in the last 20 years.
Willow Rain simple acts of huhe has been in the
“There is global
United States for 22
domination of the
Arcata resident manness here.
Instead, he said
years, after emihis
vision
was
of
people
who govern
grating from Greece in December 1978.
themselves by what actions it will take
Toupadakis said he has a deep appre“People do not /augh or sing, itis a sign. He said he has
to make the most capital.
ciation for this country.
That is what United States citizens are
Toupadakis will be moving back to
encouraged
to do, he said.
thing happens; if
Andreas Toupadakis iais are corrupt, Greece in the next couple of months.
In his talk, Toupadakis said he could
He has decided to return Greece to be
he said hopes
scientist and
former nuclear research
people are not retalk
at length about the sickening misaround his community of origin and
that one day they
acting, what does
spread his message.
conductof the majorityof current govwill have it in
say about the
that
Teary-eyed,
he said he will miss his erning bodies that have control of our
themselves to be what they believe.
world that we live in,” said HSU graducolleagues
here.
world today.
greatest boundsaid the akis
Toupad
ate Margarita Torres after Toupadakis’
However, he said all this would go
“In Greece, the lack of environmencnassiainmanamnenannanamine

WTenatexis
saa §S kindness and love.”
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=4 Service offers choices for home-delivered dinner
LUMBERJACK STAFF

-

“On average, Americans eat

18 acres of pizza a day,” said
Jerry Atlansky, the owner of
“Dine In,” who said he was in-

With his
new service, residents of

spired

by

author

David.

Joachim of “Brilliant Food
Tips.”
On those cold and stormy
nights in Humboldt County,
have you ever wanted dinner
from one of your favorite restaurateurs, but just did not
want to brave the outdoors or
was just tired of the same old
take-out?

Well, worry no more.
eHoTO

By Junniean Eseunwan

There’s a new service in
town, Dine In, which will de-

the participating restaurant
and place an order requesting
delivery.

Customers leave their name,
address and phone number,
much like any other take-out
service.

The restaurateur calls Dine
In and schedules a pick-up time
when someone can deliver the
meal to the door, warm and on
time.
A minimum order of $15 is

see Pizza, page 12

ayeiniiereseeae)

Jerry
Atlansky
loads fresh
take-out
from Porter

liver right to your door — ordering dinner from a number
of restaurantrs with more than
400 food selections in the
Arcata,
Eureka
and
McKinleyville areas.
It works like this: First, call

THURSDAY, Feb. 14

i

PRESENTER:
Rachel Windsong

TITLE: Patient Advocacy After Sexual Assault

DEEL ae

sy Jenniren Eisenman

DESCRIPTION: Covers medical rights of women, exercising rights,
getting additional
help and options.

1-3 p.m. ¢ HSU Goodwin
Forum

FRIDAY, Feb. 15
MONDAY, Feb. 11

PRESENTER: Anne Serene
TITLE: Intersex Genital Mutilation

DESCRIPTION: Discussion and video on the secrecy, shame and

PRESENTER: Nicole Barchilon Frank
TITLE: Recovering from Rape
a
DESCRIPTION: Addresses emotional and physical effects - Of rape; will look at approaches to healing through

isolation faced by intersexed people and the overall cultural
context they must navigate.

1-3 p.m. « HSU Nelson Hall East Room 106

traditional therapies and personal centered rituals.
10 a.m. - 12 p.m. * HSU Goodwin Forum

PRESENTER: Stephanie Borges
TITLE: Race and Sex in Music Videos

DESCRIPTION: Screening of Dream Worlds II followed by

ORGANIZATION: Open Door Clinic
TITLE: Common Ailments of the Vagina

discussion on media's influence in perpetuating sexual violence.
3-5 p.m. ¢ HSU Nelson Hall East Room 120

DESCRIPTION: Covers ailments including pathogens,
viruses, fungi,etc.

PRESENTER: Sharona Thompson, Return Peace Corps Volunteer

1-3 p.m. ° HSU Goodwin
Forum

TITLE: Ending Female Circumcision, One Village at a Time, One Girl
at a Time

PRESENTER: Gayle Abramson
TITLE: Self Defense for Women and Girls
DESCRIPTION: Designed to build confidence for selfprotection; verbal and physical strategies will be taught.
3:30 - 5 p.m. ¢ HSU Goodwin Forum

DESCRIPTION: Discusses grassroots movement working toward
ending Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) in Senegal, West Africa.
5-7 p.m. ¢ HSU Nelson Hall East Room 120

ORGANIZATION: University Police Department.
TITLE: Rape Aggression Defense (RAD)

ORGANIZATION: Student Health Outreach Program
TITLE: "Did you hear what happened to?”
DESCRIPTION: Role-play incorporates
two sides of the ©
story in a date rape, allows audience to discuss what

DESCRIPTION: RAD is a self-defense program teaching the
personal safety begins with awareness, prevention, risk
and avoidance combined with self-defense training.

-

6-9 p.m. * HSU Goodwin Forum + $10

went wrong
and why.
7-9 p.m. ¢ HSU Green and Gold Room

Contact John Parrish at UPD - 826-4665 to register.
re
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Miranda’s Rescue

Thrift store adds support to shelter
sv

Marr

tion. The shelter is

for my wife and I do,” said Sh-

Karpxo

sian Minliae a walls
nine: geese and pigs

annon Miranda, executive directorof Miranda's Rescue and
Miranda’s Rescue Thrift Store.
“We do grant writing. The
grants are getting better.”
He said out of his love and
compassion
for animals,
Miranda
first
opened
Miranda’s Rescue in 1995.
The shelter is located at 1603
Sandy Prairie Rd. in Fortuna.
Miranda
‘is available at the
shelter anytime on Saturdays,
while appointments are mandatory for other days.
. Miranda said his mission is
to place every animal in a good,

LUMBERJACK STAFF
iranda’s Rescue
Thrift
Store
swung its doors
. open for business.
The grand opening took

place in store on Jan. 14 at 751
10th St. in Fortuna.
All proceeds from the store
benefit the abandoned and
homeless animals at Miranda’s
Rescue.

The store and shelter both
operate as businesses that depend on donations to pay their
bills.
Donations for the thrift store

“It’s pretty muc

any animal — large

and small,” Miranda

mal, one must fill out
an application and pay

sleep.

Almost all of the animals at
the shelter are adoptable or
treatable, he said.
Miranda’s Rescue has about
40 cats and 20 dogs up for adop-

“What donations don’t pay

Miranda’s

are in need of volun-

kill an ani-

Obviously | wouldn’t

teers.

9

Anyone interested

mal over money.

volunteering
;,
should contact Shan-

Shannon Miranda
Miranda’s Rescue owner

non Miranda at 7254449,

§ Every dollar spent at the

Miranda’s costs.

I wouldn’t kill an animal over

are spayed
The cats and dogs
had some
or neutered and have
vaccinations.
Some of the pets are housebroken and have obedience
training.
The fee to adopt a dog is $80
and for a cat is $30. Pet store
prices often demand more than
$1,000 for a purebred dog.
To bring in a dog, Miranda
said he asks for a $50 fee.
“If they want us to help out
with their situation, Ifeeltheir
dog’s life should be worth at
least $50,” he said. “Obviously

money.”
Miranda said he had to install surveillance cameras to
deter people from simply droppinganimalsoff attheshelter.
Miranda said he feels he offers a fair method for animals
to be brought in.
He said the animal shelter
needs donations such as litter,
food and blankets for the animals. —
The store accepts donations
of all kinds.
Some of the items for sale at
the thrift store include cloth- .

annual

Sth

Rescue Thrift Store

of

some

cover

He said the shelter is a no-kill
facility.
He said only in rare cases has
he had to put an animal to

or made anytime during store
hours from 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Monday through Saturday.
All profits derived from the
store are allotted to pay for the
costs of running the animal
shelter.

$50.

be worth atleast
life should

and

cue

a small fee to help

loving home.

can be scheduled for a drop-off

ing, books,
tal taal.
seikie
s
Both Miranda'Res-

said.
To adopt any ani-

video

oo
if they want us to help out with
their situation, | feel their dog’s

MS

As an
store goes to the animals.
added incentive, they may still
have Nirvana’s “Nevermind”
on compact disc or Led
Zeppelin’s classic “Led Zeppelin II” on vinyl.
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Register on-line:
Ethnic Studies: £S480/CRN#23368
Women's Studies: WS480/CRN#22908
ip
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Studies:
Lead

One unit course In:
Etenic Studies, Women's Studies
and Leadership Studies

Goodwin Forum a IVD
Friday, March 1,2002- 5-9 p.m.
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Have you! seen:

F * Pergonais~ * Interactive Dalandar

,® All Your Uack Favs -

ie Arcata:= en

+4, Eureka: 4

a

For onder exceeding $100; there isaan $8sede.
ery charge and $12 gratuity.

ee

er

To oiecksan pe call the restaurant andd leave a name, address and phone number.
a
oe
Dine-In’s delivery area is from McKinleyville to
t
Humboldt Hill. Hours of operation are 11 a.m. to
7 p.m. Cash only is accepted. |
rampus rules eventually.

Pizza:' Delivery just got interesting

AT also got a boost in th

. Students were asked i

* CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10

sh

oght
oy

Display Ads
Advertising space is sold in column inches. Ad
size is determined by multiplying the width, in
columns, by the height, in inches. Ad price is
determined by multiplying the total column

Ad cost is determined by

multiplying the number of columns
wide by the total inches in height
times the rate. (column inches = ci)
Depending on how many ads you
run and whether you are on
campus, non-profit or local
business, the rate per column inch
ranges from $4.20 - $5.15.

inches by the contract rate.
EX: A full page ad is 5 columns wide can d 12.5"
high. By multiplying 5 x 12.5 = 62.5 total inches.
To get total ad price, multiply total inches by ad
rate: 62.5 x 4.90* = $306.25 (*see agreement rates)

A

required. Checks and credit
cards are not accepted.
,
There is also a delivery
charge depending on where the
consumer lives.
For Arcata residents, the delivery charge is $2. For Eureka
and McKinleyville residents,
the charge is $4.
For orders exceeding $100,
there is an $8 delivery charge
plus $12" gratuity
.
-

Atlansky started Dine In in
Humboldt County in October.
“The key is you have to start

x 12.50” high

6.25" high

TTHREE-QUARTER

| PAGE

| 3 columns wide

x 6.25" high

| $97

SonPem
|

$320

Council of the Blind, Reading

taurateurs. He said his busi-

| x 6.25" high
$160

1826-3
Sees

ness grew slowly.

|
a Teena...
_——se

hao

“<

to

fe e+

Service

of

the

Redwoods,

Humboldt Access Project and
the National Association for

the Advancement of Colored
People.

— just delivering for three res-

5 columns wide

profit of 10 percent to four non-

own money, without using out-

side sources to help you,”
Atlansky said.
This isn’t Atlansky’s first
business concept of home de-

which had a comparable population to Arcata.
He said he started out small

| HALF PAGE

works to expand not just in different areas, but to provide a
lunch service as well. Dine In also donates a net
profit organizations: Humboldt

He said he first started the
idea in the town of El Segundo
— a suburb of Los Angeles —

5 columns wide

Right now “the idea is to go
where the demand is and test it
out,” Atlansky said, who is said
he is checking out possibilities
in Fortuna.
There are also plans in the

out slow, with enough of your

livery.

FULL PAGE

moting the same kind of food.
“Providing my service makes
this place easier for the busy
consumer,” Atlansky said.
He said there are plans for
Dine In to expand.

Atlansky said he made a
business out of delivering food
for restaurateurs by charging a.
delivery fee based on the area
the consumer lives.
He said he charges a percentage fee to each restaurateur, on

_ the basis that he will not deliver

“We have been using Dine In
for about two months now, and

is well worth it,” said Carlos
Valded,

manager

of Porter

Street Barbeque. “We're able to
reach more customers, such as

the elderly or handicap.”
“It’s

been

great,”

cent in the few months that we
have had the service.”
Atlansky has two other drivers, beside himself, who use
their own vehicles.

The hours of Dine In’s operation are Monday. through Fri-

poo, | day 1bami te<pme't
he fer another restauratepr:
Hae PRIDE LNW

said

Abruzzi’s owner Chris Smith.
“Our sales have gone up 35 per-
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‘Injured wild animals get a helping hand

|

Brocxert

“Becoming a volunteer is lots of work — you can’t

ee

eee

LUMBERJACK STAFF -

Bill

ae

wisite Service and the California De-

native wildlife. We seek

.«.

HWCC director
cal treatment via local veteriGame.
nt
Fish and
of me
part
narians and provide daily care
One of the main standards the center operates untioncondi
e
eleas
pre-r
and
caging
diets,
des
inclu
which
Wild- der is avoiding imprinting.
ing,” said January Bill, director a the Humboldt
feels_¢@ some relation- »
the animal
‘Imprinting is 5 where
ls
‘
7+.
a
5 4
‘WifeCareCentén:1: >) '
on
The ceniter isanonprofit group that operates solely

s up enn
and is made
on donation

oe

ehabilitating injured wildlife isn’t an easy
Volunteers must go through the orientation, 10
job. But volunteer Jessica Hobba, HWCC’s
hours of transporting rescued animals, a training
seabird team leader, said the end result
course and the mentor program to become general
makes it worth it.
volunteers.
“My favorite thing about working with the HWCC
After volunteers finish this process, they can be put
is getting to release the animals and watching them
into one of the teams, which are named
fly or scamper away — free aftype of animal they specialize
the er
“Becoming a volunteer aft
ter being hurtby man,” Hobba
in rescuing.
said.
— you
work
of
lots
is
The process isn’t easy for everyone.
‘The Humboldt Wildlife Care
_
people
you like “Approximately one out of five stick
Center was established by an can’t just say
it
who go through the orientation
area veterinarian in 1979 for animals and start re- through,” Bill said.
the rehabilitation and care of
The center operates under the stanhabbing.”
native wildlife.
the International Wildlife
January Bill dards set by Council, U.S. Fish and
“We rescue and rehabilitate
Rehabilitation
medi-

trained vol-

ship with humans — oftési-becoming'dependent
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Sudden Oak Death fungus
lurking in Humboldt redwoods?
sv Anpnaew Eowanne
LUMBERJACK STAFF
oastal redwoods —
the economic foun
dation of Humboldt
County — may be susceptibleto
Phytophthora ramorum, the
same fungus that causes Sudden Oak Death.
The disease, which resembles a cross between a fungus and brown algae, was confirmed on sickly redwood
sprouts found in Marin County

and on the UC Berkeley campus.
“We have confirmed it is on

the shoots and are looking to
seeif it’s
a host or if it’s killing
big plants,” said Matteo
Garbelotto, the UC Berkeley biologist that is in charge of the
Sudden Oak Death task force,
speaking by phone from his office. “And if we make the jump
from the shoots to the trees, we
will still have to learn the eco-

omits

logical effects.”

|

Currently, the disease is not
thought to affect healthy redwood populations, though it
might be killing off. those already weakened by an urban
environment.

“We haven’t seen unusual

confirmed to be fatal for oaks,
but it can be carried by several

other species that it doesn’t kill,
thoughit might impair growth.
The hosts include several
plants that are common in
Humboldt County’s warmer areas, such as madrone, manzanita, huckleberry, bay laurel,
California honeysuckle and
rhododendrons. Other hosts include the buckeye, toyon,
bigleaf maple and California
coffeeberry.

levels of tree mortality,”
Garbelotto. said. “It could be
like pneumonia, a disease that
only affects the vulnerable
members.of the population. It’s
not in danger of wiping out the
world population.”
The dying redwoods that P
ramorum was detected on were

nected with redwoods a month
ago by Ken Bovero, the owner

all from urban to semiurban
areas of the Bay Area.

of a Marin County tree service,
who took media to two sites

“Redwoods will age really
quickly in an urban environment,” Garbelotto said. “The
(UC Berkeley) campus does not
represent a perfect habitat —
close, but not perfect. These
redwoods
were already stressed
by their habitat.”
P. ramorum has only been

where several dying redwoods
were found next to infected
toyon, tanoak, coast live oak
and rhododendrons.
Tanoaks were first discov-

The disease was first con-

ered dying of P ramorum in
1994, but it was not a highly

publicized
issue until coast live
see Fungus, next page
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Fungus: Ag Department advises ‘to keep an eye out’
© CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

oaks began to be reported dying off during the El Nifio of
1998.
“Nobody
cared
about
tanoaks,” Garbelotto said. “But
the rich people of Marin have
coast live oaks around their
houses. I think if it had happened in a less affluent area,
the response wouldn't have
been nearly so fast.”
The appearance of the fungus in redwoods doesn’t mirror
that in oaks, but there is still
cause for concern, Garbelotto
said.
“These things do not always
progress gradually — sometimes things need to reach a
threshold of disease, and then
the ‘ disease
will
leap,”
Garbelotto said. “This could be
the beginning of a leap.”
. But he stressed the importance of more research.

“It’s a big jump from it being
present on a couple of sprouts
to it being a real threat,”
Garbelotto said. “If we don’t
follow the procedure, we can

make some colossal mistakes.
Right now we just don’t know.”

California Extension forest adviser to Humboldt and Del

Norte counties. “It can spread
by swimming down streams
and infecting roots.”
Though Sudden Oak Death

has not yet been confirmed in
Humboldt

County,

it is sus-

pected to already exist.

The Agriculture Department

is trying to keep a low profile

the leaves of otherwise healthy
plants, but they aren’t obvious
and could be caused by any

on possible links between Sudden Oak Death and redwoods
until the science is more definitive, because such findings
could have a major impact on
the economy according to
Falkenstrom.
When that will be is anywhere from a week to a year
Garbelotto said.
If a good amount of samples
are discovered on redwood
sprouts it will be very quick,

“It’s not something that vibrates, turns purple or messes
with your television reception,” said John Falkenstrom,

the Humboldt County Agricultural Commissioner. “It’s very
subtle. There may be people in
our floral and timber industries who have already seen it
and not known what they were
looking at.”
|

It has shown up both in the
north and south, and research-

ers have yet to discover exactly
how it got there.
Human are suspected to be
the culprit since several of the

host plants are used in floral

Others in the genus ateee
out the American elm and
American chestnut, while yet
another
is_
threatening

Oregon’s Port Orford cedar.

host plants..

genus that caused the Irish potato famine.

It is commonly identified as

a fungus because it produces
spores and grows in a similar
fashion, but the spores themselves have little tails that allow
them to swim in water and

spread the disease, but there is
also an airborne component.
“It’s like a sperm,” said Yana
Volalochovic, University of

The Humboldt Agricultural
Commission has several work-

shops on the issue for industry
‘professionals scheduled

for

next month. It is also planning
a brochure as part of its overall public relations effort.
Mud that comes from ef:

fected areas is another possible

BODY
PIERCING

tires, feet and the feet of their
pets.

Thesymptoms to look for are

arrangements and transported
for that purpose.
Arcata Florist declined to
comment on the subject.
Country Living and Fine
Gifts said that they had heard
nothing, but use none of the

The disease is in the same

Camp, Mid Peninsula, Jack
London, and Sugarloaf — are
advised by Volalochovic to
wash off any mud from their —

discoloration and cankers on

number of things.

By WELLSCO

People visiting affected areas .
— which include many state
parks such as Big Sur, China

TATTOO
SMOKE
SHOP

wv

Don’t have
SEX
in the dark.

but otherwise they will have to
use genetic techniques being
still being developed
by
Garbelotto’s team, and that
could take a long time.
“It’s all a matter of luck,”
Garbelotto said.

Canada already has erected
trade barriers on products
from California with soil on

them, because of possible con-

If you’re in the dark about things like safer
sex and sexually transmitted infections,
you better brighten up.
Did you know that there are over 30 STIs?
Most are easy to treat if diagnosed early.

tamination of P ramorum.
“Just keep an eye out,”
Falkenstrom said. “If it’s found

it’ll probably be one of our
homeowners.

There’s

a lot

OG

more of them than professional
people in the field.”
If you think that your oak,

redwood or other plant is infected, contact the Humboldt
Agricultural Commission at
445-7223, or contact the California Oak Mortality Task Force
at
its
Web
site
www.suddenoakdeath.org.

Six Rivers Planned Parenthood
2316 Harrison Ave., Eureka

442-5709

—

source of contamination.

Upcoming Lectures
Kay Holekamp
Department of Zoology
Michigan State University
"Reproductive Strategies in the Spotted Hyel:
Noon NR 101
Feb. 22
George Diggs
Austin College
"Plant Systematics: From Tropical Forests to Tem
Noon NR 101

David Ball
CSU Chico
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OP

Neck

Pain

Klamath-Trinity river system

Cente

salmon quota is Saturday.
The Department of Fish and
Game will sumbit their recommendations to the state Fish
and Game Commission at the
commission’s meeting in Sacramento Saturday.
Organizations and individuals interestedin suggesting
changes may submit them in

Ps

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry
|
Chiropractors
1781 Central Avenue, Suite C * McKinleyville

Pl

The Lumberjack

839-6300
Most Insurance Accepted « Painless Payment Plans

ea

writing to the commission at

PP

PS

1416 Ninth St., Sacramento,
Calif., 95814 or at the meeting
in Sacramento. set to begin at
8:30 a.m. at the same address
above.
Commissioners will listen to
public comments
on the subject
during a March meeting in San
Diego.
Biologists anticipate a drop
in the number of fall chinook
salmon entering the Klamath
basin this year after a record
spawning run in 2000 and a
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Plant symposium

flowers tonight
A
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The North Coast Chapter of

Handmade Cards
ee
Jewelry

the California Native Plant Society will holda free symposium on “The Ecology and
Management of Rare Plants of
Northwestern California” beginning tonight that runs
through Friday at the North
Coast Inn in Arcata.
The symposium will provide

Ceramics

Glass
TUES
- SAT I1 - 5

214 EST.

. EUREKA

an opportunity for interested

- 444-3251

individuals to meet and share
information about important
rare plant species.
Symposium attendees will
include area botanists, natural

resource professionals, students and anyone interested in
rare-plant topics.
|
The keynote address will be

use our computer lab

» Stay close to HSU, the
Plaza and on the bus line
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quality discussed

Grant Program and the University of California Cooperative

Sal Steinberg will talk about
the status of the Van Duzen’s

Extension.
The free symposium aims to
increase awareness of the connections
between
the
Humboldt Bay and its watershed.

water quality amd Steinberg’s
group’s activities.
Steinberg will discuss how
how students can get involved

Speakers will present and
discuss natural resource planning, restoration, community

Northcoast Environmental
Center on Thursday at 6:30 p.m.

in saving the watershed.

The talk will be held at the

For more information, contact
822-3618.

development and current is-

and economic trends and uses
of the bay and watershed.

Oregon.
Topics will include: hybridization, defining rare plants,
surveying and monitoring
techniques.
A free poster session will be
held on Thursday from 6 to 8
p.m. for the general public with
minimal knowledge, but interest in rare-plant issues.
Presenters will be available
for questions and discussion.
For further information and
registration information visit

.

Van Duzen’s water

The event is sponsored by a
cooperation between the Sea

Pavlik has been involved in

California and southwestern

cording to DFG.

Building on Eureka’s Water-

on the natural history, social

His address will be an overview of the basic concepts of
plant preservation.
Other speakers will discuss
area rare plant species and
management issues with a focus on plants of northwestern

near-record run last fall, ac-

front Drive.

of vascular

more than 20 years.

» Get free internet access &

Annual Humboldt
Watershed Sympobe held Friday and
at the Wharfinger

in the ecology

developing scientific approaches to restoring plant
populations
and ecosystems for

-

The 3™
Bay and
sium will
Saturday

scheduled

sues.
There will be presentations

plants.

» Pay as little as $300 per
‘month including utilities

symposium

Pavlik, a botanist specializing

delivered tonight at 8 by Bruce

» Enjoy a room of your own

Bay and watershed

Research

For more information con-

tact Susan McBride at 443-8369
or Yana Valachovic at 445-9334.

Saimon-quota

The city of Arcata Environ-

put eee

Fe

HS

SRO

mental Services Department is
giving away native trees to area
property owners to improve

their property and the environment.

The trees are intended to improve the natural habitat along
Arcata’s urban streams by filtering storm runoff and shading out sediment-trapping nonnative plant species.
The types of trees offered include big leaf maple, red alder,
redwood, western red cedar
and silka spruce. To reserve a
tree, contact Mark Andre at 8228184.

Freshwater Lagoon

to receive trout
Area anglers looking for a
sure bet to hook fish can look
north to Freshwater Lagoon.
The Department of Fish and

imput

sought
by DFG.
——eew~s

available from city

and educational

projects will be highlighted as
poster displays.
Friday’s events— including
welcome addresses by Susan
McBride, of the Sea Grant Program, and Yana Valachovic, of
the UC Cooperative Extension,
— beginat 1 p.m. and continue
until 6:30, followed
by a banquet
and social.
Saturday’s events run from 9
a.m, until 4 p.m. and include an
overview of Friday’s events as
well as presentations on
Humboldt Bay’s estuaries and
the uses of the bay
A wrap-up message will be
de!ivered by McBride and
Valachovic at 3:30 p.m.

The d
posals and

Free native trees

+ « Game plans to deliver a total of
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_ Lagoon: Mad River Hatchery trout stocked by DFG
* CONTINUED
PROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Children and teenagers with

3,800 sports-sized
rainbow trout
flu-like
symptoms
or
to the lagoon during the month
chickenpox should avoid aspiof February.
. Yin and medicines
that contain
The first deliveryof 1,800 fish
aspirin, according
to the Health
— raised at the DFG’s Mad
Department news release.
River Hatchery — was released
Flu symptoms include fever
Friday Another 2,000 trout will higher than 100 degrees, headbe released
later this month.
ache, muscle aches, dry cough
_ During the peak planting
seaand sometimes sore throat.
son in March and April, atotal - Instead of aspirin, health of-

of 29,000 fish will be stocked,

ficials recommend
taking medi-

according
to DFG.

cines that contain acetaminophen, such as Tylenol®,
Datril®,
Liquiprim®
or
Tempra®.
For more information, call

Reye’s Syndrome
warning issued
The Public Health Branch of
the Humboldt County Health

‘the Public Health Branch at 288-

ment issued a warning
to remind parents about the risk of
giving children aspirin who
suffer from flu-like symptoms
or chickenpox.
“With the flu or chickenpox
in children
and teenagers, use

Tree

nounced last week that it has

begun to gather the 420,000 sig-

“VALENTINE DINNER.

on the November
2002 ballot.

VEGETARIAN

The act, if adopted,
would ban
the cutting of heritage
trees —
defined as trees alive in the year

fing ta Ravan Ct

for regervations

that California became a state

even death.”

See Ya Soon!

The Citizens’ Campaign for
Old-Growth Preservation an-

Reye’s Syndrome,”
said JenniCounty public health nurse.
“This is arare disease thatcan
lead tocoma, braindamageand

1040 G Street
Next to Smugs, Arcata

ballot |

natures required to place the
Heritage
Tree Preservation Act

Humboldt

to Ottavio's Barber/Stylist

Act sought
for

November

of aspirin has been linked to

Richmond,

IS MOVING FEB 15

2106.

and Human Services Depart-

fer

in 1850.
The Citizens’ Campaign is a
coalition of religious, environmental and business groups.
Organizers anticipate support from Gov. Gray Davis,
whose 1998 compaign pledge
was to ensure that “old-growth
trees are spared from the
lumberjack’s ax,” according to
a CFOG press release.
For more information, contact the CFOG’s Los Angeles
office at (213) 484-4474.

9:30-9:30

MO HST.

RSL

MALATE

TEACH!

The Los Angeles Unified School District Is seeking teachers in all subject areac!
High priority
needs In:

* English

The Los Angeles Unified School District seeks motivated
and talented individuals for its

ALTERNATIVE CERTIFICATION PROGRAM!
Training and mentoring provided

‘| Salary range '34,983 - ‘60,761
'
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HWCC: Volunteers rehabilitate injured wild animals
¢ Cownmuen Frou pace 13
them — and therefore can’t survive in the wild.
The center has specialized
treatments which reverses the
imprinting from people that allows them to return animalsto
the wild.
“IT once had a seagull, who after we released him, followed
my ducks around and thought
he was aduck for aday,” Hobba
said.

¥.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 2002

mals invading their residences.
“Not all animals need our
aicininatiieadn
help. For instance, we don’t
is to establish a central location,” said Bill. “Right now we _ take large mammals, and every.
just have a couple of raptors
once in a while we get calls for
and possums.
During
‘babysea- baby raptors
that turn out
to be
son’ we get up to 15 to 20 ani-_ chickens,”
Bill said.
mals a day.”
“The HWCC minimizes the
The volunteers work com- pain and suffering of wild anipletely outof theirhomes,each
mals,”
said Erica Nelson, mamperson specializinginaspecific
mal team leader. “It also creanimal and caging type.
ates the awareness
of the effect
Almost all the animal injuof human interaction with our

She said the seagull then re-

riesthatcometothecenterare

native wildlife.”

turned to the wild.
“We currently have about 50
people on staff andit’stheslow
season,” Bill said.
But “baby.season” iscoming,

caused by humans.
The center gets more than
4,000 calls a year and provides
solutions for people who are
having problems with wild ani-

To volunteer at HWCC, call
822-8839, or attend the orientation at the Adorni Center the
third Monday of every month
at6:30 p.m.

HWCC Cannot Accept:
Marine

ae

eomueg

ag

January Bill (right), Humboldt

Wildlife Care

Center

director, and Jessica Hobba (left), HWCC seabird
team leader, seek volunteers at HSU’s Volunteer Fair.
The fair was held Jan. 29 in HSU’s Goodwin Forum.
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Members

of “The Vagina Monologues” take a break from rehearsal.

_ Monologues

V-day month promotes
vaginal awareness
BY Dana:

Biawe

LUMBERJACK STAFF
February is a month for ro-

logues’ messages, revitalize exthroughout the month, includisting anti-violence organizaing 13 educational workshops,
a benefit concert Friday at the - tions and work to end all vio-

viewed more than 200 women

lence against women.
.
This year’s production of
“The Vagina Monologues” is
directed by Kristy Hellum and
will benefit the North Coast
Rape Crisis Team, Six Rivers
Planned Parenthood,
the
Women’s Shelter in Southern

around the world documenting

Humboldt, Humboldt Women

540 college campuses and uni-

their personal vagina experi-

for Shelter, the HSU Women’s

" versities
from around the globe

ences.
The stories — which are

Center and the Global V-day

mance,

whispering

“I love

you,” and Valentine’s Day.
This February, the HSU Women’s Center will transcend
cupid by transforming conscious beliefs about vaginas
and violence toward women.
HSU will
be one of more than

‘to participate in V-day.

East Gym by singer/songwriter Joules Graves, and three
benefit performances of Eve
Ensler’s, “The Vagina Mono-

logues.” -

“The Vagina Monologues”

were written after Ensler inter-

ties
Women’s

Center,

V-day

is a

month-long event working to

estab§sh
live

a world where women

s@fely by ending rape, in-

cest, Battery, genital mutilation
and sexual slavery.
Several

aS

will take ninon
avente

that occur to women,to

communication and self-acceptance of vaginas, to new out-

lovksof sexuality

))

Fund for Women of Afghanishe
OP ie
BE
OB
en
wom
22
Hellum said the
who worked on “The Vagina

Monologues”

said it Was a per- —

sonal experiénce,
‘anid # byt

After the success of the pre-

comradery between. one an-

miere of “The Vagina Mono- logues” in 1998, V-day was

other by “tearing down” false

atartad

ta

annncd

tha

mana
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trinityirish

ace
hapa:
an evening of hawaiian song and dance

The king of su rf guitar
pays a visitto Eureka
If you think you have never heard Dick Dale’s
music, you are probably mistaken. His acclaimed
song “Miserlou” has been on commercials, televi-

sion shows, movies, football games and he even
performed

it

at

the

opening

Disneyland’s “Tomorrow Land.”

TWO SHOWS! - FRI FEB 22 & SAT FEB 23

stunning, outrageous medem dance

newport jaZ2 festival

of

ceremony

:

Ever seen “Pulp Fiction?” Dale’s lightning-fast
picking can be heard throughout the movie.
Dale will return to Humboldt County Tuesday
when he performs at Club West in support of his
latest release “Spacial Disorientation.”
If you caught Dale at his last performance in
Humboldt County at Cafe’ Tomo a couple of summers ago, you know what he has to offer — earsplitting licks with precise rhythms with a mellow acoustic side to counter.
A veteran of surf rock (most people credit him as

its creator), Dale’s performance should be an eye

SUITS

SAV HITee Ge

esnanola rT
SPAM Lc
antonio marquez
ALL SHOWS 8 PM at the VAN DUZER THEATRE, HSU
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
e)

opener into rock ’n’ roll’s past.

Tickets to the concert are $16 in advance and $20
| at the door.
Area favorite, The Cutters, will open the show
after doors open at 9 p.m.
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THE
METRO
CDS
&
TAPES

Starsailor
“Love is Here”

A44

THE

British
rock
group,
Starsailor, shocked the U.K.
indie scene with its melodic debut, acoustic driven album
“Love is Here.”

The intelligently insightful
album strikes deep to the core
of emotional awareness, avoiding cheap musical gimmicks
with consistent soul-driven
tunes.
“Love is Here” provides profound lyrical awareness for lis-

teners. Originating out of
Wigan, U.K., (approximately
250 miles southwest of the Newcastle Brewery), Starsailor was
_ named after an LP of one of the
group’s major influences, Tim
Buckley.
The Van Morrison and Neil
influenced singer/
Young
songwriter, James Walsch, serenades listeners with accounts
of love, hope, redemption, sor-

see Reviews, page 23
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jingles, 20-year trumpet master
Steven Bernstein is most cercontemporary jazz community.

8 PM > EAST GYM

FEB 18 °°"
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CRs

Unable

to

be

classified,

Bernstein stands out,
utilizing
the

wooly

slide-
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his
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Resting in

the middle

added soon!
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West Coast tour, he
finds himself with the Sex Mob
at The Depot tonight, the band’s
fourth return to the Arcata
area.
What's up with this current tour?
It’s a seven-day tour — Seattle; Eugene, Ore.; Portland,
Ore.; Arcata; San Francisco;
Boulder, Colo.; and Denver.
We've played Arcata like four

ion 7

n

| \

Fabs!

SQ

_. ABBA.

ie
mag.
seals
eanis
Ss
eae
ROE Bs
Bo
eon

:

audience

bs

You

of a modest
seven-date

Stones been

how . the

is.

. We recorded songs ranging
from Prince and The Rolling

americas freshest & funnest copra al voice

BO

ferent kind of

Sex. Mob.

Tell me a little history of
the band.

a

bt
2

set and every audience is a different thing so we always play a dif-

Ellington and

e mainly play rock
clubs but we’ rea es Bal you

guys

have garnered
many accolades, I
read somewhere that The
Village Voice dubbed you
“Best New York Jazz Band”.
Best New York Band?
We’re just good (laughs)! But
we just go out there and play
our music and people react to
it. Obviously it’s always good to
get recognition for what you do
but it’s also good that just doing what comes naturally and
(having) people digging it.
That’s the whole point of music. When it goes and affects
them, that’s important.
Are you touring a lot?

About every
(

PRINS e

New York; is your response
different out West?
The last time we played
Arcata we did a jam-band kind
of set; we had a two-hour dance
set. [like playing Arcata, every

set to how
feel an and
we feel

times.

UG:

different thing that we do.
How is playing outside of

ee

daylights

ie

‘|

tainly ‘runnin’ thangs’ in the

something that people can
party to and listen to. We’re not
a jam band per se, we hit
grooves and jam, but it’s a very

ee

rower: SOX MOU ii
MON,

LUMBERJACK STAFF
From refurbishing the sultry
soundtracks of past James
Bond themes (with his acclaimed band Sex Mob) to accompanying pop-luminary
Sting, to even scoring Pamper

eta

THE DEPOT - 9 PM

know? (We’re). making jazz

sy Peter Aaoston

A a REET

HASTERCARD AND VISA ACCEPTED

s

Jazz coming your way

I onth, we do

‘Like-a®#

10-day tour on the west coast
like we're doing now, ora

Couple dates on the East Coast,
‘

*

t

see Sex,
page
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Reviews: A good batch this week
¢ ConrimuveD
FROM PAGE 21

lent CD. It has all the shtick that
makes the band great. Catchy
row and interaction of the 'in-. lyrics infest your mind
while
ner soul. Bassist James Stelfox
trippy mood music surrounds
and percussionist Ben Bryne
you.
harmonize well together, and
In general, you might not
create a symphonic and settled
want to miss this CD. And you
melodramatic
backbone
might not want to miss Modest
stripped of overwhelming viMouse when the band comes to
tality, but full of everlasting
rock the Van Duzer on Feb. 27.
life.
But even more so, you don’t
The three met while attended
want to miss The Roots of Ormusic college in Wigan and in
chis.

early 2000 Barry Westhead was

added

as

the

group’s

who

formerly

keyboardist.

Westhead,

played at a funeral home, provides his bourbon-blend

of

soulful cocktail keyboarding,
forcing listener’s inner-beast to
submit to his consistent viscerally resonating chords.
“Love is Here” exists on

Earth to listen to during the
many cloudy Humboldt days
you spend reflecting in your
bedroom after experiencing a
life-changing epiphany, or anytime you feel like mellowing
out to good somber music...
~Daniel Blaine

Tee

Nertherm Humbeldt County's Yah Annual

~James Morgan
“Some Things Plural”
The Roots Of Orchis

444

“Build an Attitude

The Roots will open up that
show at the Van Duzer Theatre,

touring in support of the new
album “Some Things Plural.”
“Some Things Plural” is the
band’s third full-length album

Even Your Friends

Can Level”

— following 1998’s “When the

Mosquito Stung the Crocodile”
and 2000’s “The Red House in
Winter.”

Keys to Celebrative Living

Roots put on a display of awesome beats and trippy melodies. Originally coming from
the San Diego area, the Santa
Cruz-based band produces in-

aFREE

strumental free-form jazz-influThe

newest

album

draws

upon a variety of instruments
— ranging from drums, guitar

and bass to turntables, analog

Ws RRR EES

ee

ae es

synthesizers

Modest Mouse
“Everywhere
and
Nasty Parlour Tricks”

and

samples.

Though the guitar on the album is minimal to say the least.
“Some Things Plural” serves
His

444

It’s great, yeah. But that is to be

And for me, one of the nice

expected.
Unfortunately, it’s not much

of an album. With only three
new songs, it’s more of an EP
... despite its length:
The album is a collection of
those three new songs, a remix

of songs from “The Moon and
Antarctica” (the band’s most
recent full-length release), and
gems from the out-of-print
“Night on the Sun” EP.
“Night on the Sun” had only

been released on vinyl before ...
so for many, “Everywhere and
His Nasty Parlour Tricks” ((the
new relea
as a nibé chance

$$

2?

HUMORIST

only one song is less than five

Presentation also by

minutes in length.

In general, if you like modern music,

you would

McKinleyville Karate Dojo

most

likely like both of these albums. The only downfall of the
Mouse CD is that there are only

AZALEA HALL

three new songs.

1620 PICKETT RD., McKINLEYVILLE

And for the Roots CD, it is a
masterpiece in its style. But
with no lyrics (though easily
overlooked) and no really
catchy tunes, the album falls
short of being a classic.

. But sti, ee

* “= Jalie$ ude

and SPIRITUAL DIRECTOR

from The Church of the Joyful Healer

things about this album is that

e sho

I think the alburms arrextél: ~

Rod Brayfindley

thing for long songs.

to pick coon saan Moun ser itemene ee
re ie a |

featuring
“Attitudinal Chiropractor”

music. High points of the album include “39 Years, 4
Months Ago Today” and “Autophobia and Murderous Intentions.” But I have always had a

|

Program starts early — be on time!

as great background music,
music to relax to, or even mood

What can you say about the
newest Modest Mouse release?

)

Event with Breakfast
SATURDAY FEB. 9
9:00 A.M. TO 11:00 A.M.

enced hip-hop.

Central Ave. to Pickett Rd.

.

. Free Child Care on Site.

No reservations ma.
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Sex
“The

last time we

_ played Arcata we did

a Jam-band kind of
set; we had a twohour dance set. I like

Valentine!

playing Arcata.”

acm

Steven Bernstein
Sex Mob

° CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22

Valentine's Day
February 14th

Think You
You Might Be

town.

?
P regnant

Outside of Sex Mob and

me

touring, you've done quite a

FREE Pregnancy Testing

few things within the indus-

all services confidential

try yourself, tell me about

and Educational Materials
°¢ Information
Clothin

ee

be

:
ale

E

:

1.3

Just in the last 2 months, I
made one record as a co-leader,
one record as a leader with
Rivers, played with Stingat
Superbowl, and played a
holiday jam with Sex Mob

£

=

Brac seg

or go to Europe for 10 days or
the south east for 10 days.
Pretty much, every month
something’s happening. And if
it’s not, then we’re playing in

Sam
the
big
in

(Camed Jez trombone player

a

town

with

Ray

Anderson

... I’m a professional musician,

24 Hour Hotline 725-5676

so I’m just doing a lot different
gigs — movie scores, TV scores

and jingles. I played on 3 MMW
* (Medeski,

s

Now =
River

Six

Brewin

Co

& Wood)

records, played with Bootsy

vomp any

Two Locations/7 days a 3

Martin

cnanetae— a woke ons

Come join us for Lunch, Dinner, Tasty Microbrew & Great Live Music ff “whacs te

What's the consensus of
slide-trumpet in contempo-

Choose from T2 handcrafted Microbrews ON TAP!

lop of the Hill
Ge

ee

CALE:

e eee
839

-

ee

TD

a.

725280

Tuesday

-

i

ALL YOU CAN EAT TACOS
7:30-9:30pm/$8.95

pi eee a a

ee

y

Wednesday Drink Special
ANY WELL DRINK

es

CALE:

Oa Oa

2068-38035]

Food Special

p

ei

QUIN

-

|

ALL YOU CAN EAT WINGS
7:30-9:30pnv$8.95

m
1 am
{ a

oocoven Wat Drink Socal
peocoveD
Well Brink $2

1 nt

i Aa

y if

,

“Onen PTT Sessions®
j rig Your q in I ents

Aa

smokin

Biuegrass Every

Wed

HT

Rar at

TPT

*LYKITTY

=
ie
——T

When

ing the regular trumpet. I play

slide-trumpet on some other

things. Sex Mob
is built around

the Hide tiedains. tes other
gigs
I might play the slide trum-

a few people that play it, but no
one makes records with it.

Why don’t you tell me
orl be dine we oon

Focal
—s

Vord

Jazz

Seal

ON
a

|

’

pyr

b
th

years: Briggan Krauss
on AtloTTT

SPLIT

wpa
Gat

Same band I’ve had for6

Ta Tae PT

KULICA

TTS

Slide Trumpet? Zero.

I’m doing all these jobs I’m us-

here in Arcata?

: LAZYBONES

ARS

eee ieee
en ne

Wednesday
Drink Special J pet.
Pt. I played
paved itit onon Lou
Lou Reed’s
NITRO STOUT @ fins aictoneerontet
9:30-1 1pm/$2

RD

- rary jazz music? How many

‘“

cal Grooye Rockers B

Sax, an amazing alto player
with

3 CDs

under

his own

name: Wayne Horvitz; Kenny

pin’
it real
ov Sannin tt Reggae Rhythms

Wollesen on drums, (Wollesen)
plays with Tom Waits, Sean

{

Lennon... On bass it’s Tony
Scherr. Can’ t really get a better

One love One Heart

One Humboldt

band than this, it's the cats you

a know?* :

ad
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oh
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_

I

POSTCARDS ¢ FILM MAGAZINES & MORE... WITH THE

AND
HELP OF A FRIENDLY

der,
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an

STAFF

Got cur meathiy newsletter
and more at: www.vxflix.com
400 G St., Arcata ¢ 626-1105
236 6 St., Oidtewn Eureka

the
big
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puoro sy Rvan Prorst

|
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Dustbowil

tsy

6
‘Humboldt County Line
the
crosses
Garceau
Joe
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ae

As always,

sy Rvan Propst
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LUMBERJACK STAFF

him gain the courage and per.

from playing guitar,

ay

time on the road that helped

he

fluid musical collaboration

en
us-

er

d
er

F

a's

After traveling to and from

called Dustbowl, will
be playing
Friday nights from 7to9atthe

places such as New York, Las
Vegas and San Francisco,

Eagle House) in Eureka.

Humboldt County in April 1997.

Old Town Bistro (located inthe

lay

in front of people.

Garceau eventually settled in

Garceau formed Dustbowl, a
word associated with crop failure, famine and westward mi-

Garceau did not take long to
become musically active here.
He started by performing at

gration in the 1930’s, with the

openmicnightsthroughoutthe
restaurant

Jambalaya

but

from

that

is

the

B etter

—

Joe Garceau

in_

ing blue-collar jobs, and that is

f

As a musician and song-

me
nd

writer, Garceau’s musiccanbe
described as accessible. Listeners may find his lyrics to con-

Arcata.
Garceau, who is also experienced with electric guitars, as-

the essence of folk music. Folk
(music) can stand alone, with a
songanda voice... one guy, one

vagueness that tends to make

that faired quite well at Battle

Garceau said.

the lyrics easier to relate to.

of the Bands two years ago.

0yer
n
ny

Garceau said he believes that
his music can be appreciatedby
anyone, young or old, because
it contains nonspecific ideas.

While he performs folk
sic now, Garceau said he
lieves that given the time
resources he could expand

en)

The 31-year-old Garceau,

whose roots lie in Wisconsin,

an

left home at age 23. In aneffort

ny
.

musical repertoire.

Folk music is inexpensive to

make, and does not requirean

tg find himself, he spent time: ensemble

"traveling across the,

Garceau, who has bee

ing and writing music s

mubeand
his_

of

While’ Gatco
coung y.\: * c While

instrumepts:, |

bh

un,

:

i

!
é

i

2

~s
eee
ee
SORTS

the Old
Aside from playing
Town Bistro every Friday
evening, Dustbowl will be appearing at other venues
throughout the area.

your

ca

a

& 2 ri = P A

March 2, Dustbow! perform

at the Eureka Theatre before a

(7

showing of “Raging Bull.”
Ling

Pi 774.

ae

voice, that is a bold process,”

CD,
owl's Gebetg

|

e Se Se2=74
eee
Gms
S
l
E Large two-topping pizza

Dustbow!

no

r 6

sredients.
Ingr

Bett er

of folk music.

i
i

sembled a band called Old Hat

$2.49

A

“My hands hurt, not from
playing guitar, but from work-

tain vague ideas, yet it is this

Qre

blue-collarjobs, and

f

ou

releases

wo rking

example of the folk-genre.

hope of performing what he §area, which later led him to perform with other artists at the
to be true folk music.
considers

hat
are

new

My hands hurt, not

spective he needed to perform

Joe Garceau, the creatorofa_
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Vagina: Workshops and performances celebrate V-day
© Cowrinuen
FROM PAGE 19 -

perceptions of competitiveness, and misconceptions of
beauty.

voice, my mind and my heart
were supposed to have a confec“Mothers
need to relate in a - ence with my vagina and con-

transcends parenting — with
one another.

positive way about their sexuality, about the parts of their.
body, so they don’t resent any

The cast and crew will perform a total of 18 vagina mono- ° pieceof themselves,” Beal said.
logues.
Latrice Beal, theater arts senior, is performing a mono-

logue about a woman from the
south who is “sharing bits and

oe

pieces of her past in order ‘to
explain her present.”
Beal said she saw “The Vagina Monologues” in Los Angeles last year.
She said working on the

Sweetriver
Grill 2 Bar

dominant cultural view of vaginas.
“It’s not viewed as the beau-

COMEDY
so NIGHT

tiful organ of the body that it
is .... It’s a part of your body to
be admired and appreciated,”

Beal said.

setter 10 pm

Meet Me at the River!

project changed her personal
perception of her vagina,
which makes her question the

The message in Beal’s monologue is particularly for mothers and daughters understand-

ing their relationship — that

Men will also benefit from
Beal’s vagina monologue.
“With men, maybe taking

nect,” Akervik said.
Akervik’s monologue entitled, “Because he liked to look

at it,” is about a woman’s experience with a man who “took
the time to show her he loved
it; it’s the center of the woman,

the goddess, who she is.”
Performances of “The Va-

more active roles with their
daughters, as well as the
women in their lives and appre-

gina Monologues” will be at the

ciating every sense of their be-

Van Duzer Theatre on Feb. 14,

ing,” Beal said.

the Mateel Community Center
on Feb. 16; and at the Old Eu-

Hellum said audiences could
look forward to seeing cast

members performing music,
chanting, expressing body
movement and sound to inspire

audience reflection and “allow
emotions to segway from one
piece to the next.”
Kay Akervik, theater arts
junior, said working on “The
Vagina Monologues,” has made
her grow into an intimate relationship with her vagina.

“It has opened my spirit .... I
never thought that my vagina
had a brain; my vagina has a
voice .... I didn’t know that my

reka Theatre on Feb. 23.
Tickets for “The Vagina
Monologues” are $20 general,
$12 students and seniors and
are available at the University

' Ticket Office, The Works and
The Metro CDs and Tapes.
Advance tickets sales for
Joules Graves are available at
the HSU Women’s Center for

$12.

:

For more information about
V-day,
contact
the
HSU
Women’s Center at 826-4216 or
Six Rivers Planned Parenthood
at 442-2961.

Bayshore
Mall « Eureka * 444-9704

Back to School Sale
20% off all class list items

through Feb. 16
Open every day 443-7017
211 G St. ¢ Oldtown, Eureka

ART

CENTER

20% student discount
Co:
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&
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.
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rnvoy carve ¢ ea: Sh99%
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2

SiS URI

ET
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Se

supplies for the whole semester

}|
{
A
Strathmore Pro Art
¢ 400 Drawing Pads 18 x 24 re . $14.95/sale $8.95
¢ Newsprint Pads 18 x 24 reg. 7.50/ sale $3.50

Graham Paints ¢ 40 % off
seur Brushes * 40%, off
OEme
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Teeny

Music
Sex

Mob

will per8 p.m. at the Van Duzer Theatre. Beausoleil

9 p.m. at The Depot. Tickets are $8 for HSU students and
$10 general. The Living Daylights will open. See page

form music including creole blues, New

22 for more information.

eral and $20 for children and seniors.

and zydeco. Tickets are $15 for HSU students, $25 genMusic

Events

Dust Bowl
7 p.m.- 10 p.m. at the Old Town Bistro. Dust Bowl preis free. See page
Admissionce
of folk.san
- sents a renais
25 for more infromation.

Laurie Anderson

Table
's
Bag Round
Brown ent
Board Presid

8:00 p.m. at the Van Duzer Theatre.

boards are invited to meet and discuss their ideas, concerns, issues and questions. Participants should bring

CLubs

12:15- 1:30 p.m. atthe conference room at the Hospice
of Humboldt in Eureka. Presidents of area nonprofit
abrown-bag lunch and $10. Fermerelaarmenen
442-2993.

com

Kulica
8 p.m. at Six Rivers Brewery

Hemp Club

5:30 p.m. at Slemens Hall 1 15

Events

Campus Greens

Docent Training
10 a.m. at The Natural History Museum. Training offered for people who have a basic understanding of
natural history and have a desire to work with children.
Attendees will be trained to present museum programs
to school groups. For more information call 826-4479.

Black History Month
11:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. at the “J.” a soul food menu consisting of barbeacue chicken, collard/mustard greens,
baked macaroni, corn muffins and banana pudding will
be served.

North Coast Education Summit 2002

5 p.m. at Nelson Hall East 120

Activities and meetings focusing on schools, higher
education, media advocacy and political activism at

BSU

HSU. To register contact 826-3731. Event continues on

6:30 - 7:30 at Siemens Hall 109

Saturday.

Permaculture Club
5 p.m. at Nelson Hall East 120

Radio Callin
7-9p.m. Aradio call in featuring
dates for the first assembly seat will
KIDE 91.3, KZYX 90.7, KMUD91.9
meeting with Republican candidates

SEAC.
6:30 at Siemens
Hall 115

Hand in Hand

Noon at Nelson Hall East 116

Golden Years
6-7 p.m. at the ¥.E.S. House
Friends of the NEC Watershed
Group
Center
6 p.m. at the North Coast Environmental

7 p.m. at the Y.E.S House

Youth Educational Services

. Clubs

House
Y.E.S. .
at the.m
5-6p

Latinos Unidos

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender
Student Association

Hall 110
4p.m. at Siemens

ral
7 p.m. at the MultiCultuCenter

Fantasy

5 p.m: at Nelson Hall East 118

Saree ahelnemy, room 313

M.E.chA

2

House

6p.m. UF i

inelubnieh

Gamers Guild

Hall 177
6 p.m. at Founders

HSU Chess Club

Asian Student Alliance

6 p.mi atthe Y.E.S.

An Evening of Melodrama and Tango
8 p.m. at the Carlo Theatre in Blue Lake. DellArte presents its latest performance. Advance reservations can
be made by calling 668-5663.

11. a.m. - 1 p.m. at the MultiCultural Center

International Student Union

eet

Theater

Queer Student Union

Lobby Corps
2 p.m. at the South Lounge

democratic candiair on KHSU 90.5,
91. 1A
and KRCB
is later this month.

Sustainable Campus Task Force
6 p.m. atthe Y.E.S. House

Clubs

Orleans jazz

Cantu

eed

.,

«A Group;
+ +)

:

"Fon atct Shidiahd
**"Fo.in_
Shicdart angand Business Services budding | 99M 4, /3)4 o L2k/ aL,t
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Music
Debroah Clasquin
8 p.m. at the Fulkerton Recital Hall. HSU music profes-

Dick Dale

sor Debroah Clasquin returns to the stage with “Images
and Preludes from Paris,”an evening of exploration of
compositional
trends in the early 20th century. Tickets

No Events Listed!!

are $2 for students and seniors and $6 general. |

long week.

9 p.m. at Club West. Dick Dale “the king of surf guitar”
Le

will perform with The Cutters.
Dick Dale is performing in support
of his new album

it’s beena

“Spacial Disorientation.”
Tickets cost $16 in advance
and $20 at the door. See page 20 for more information.

Saturday Nights at the Morris Graves.
&p.m. atthe Morris Graves Museum. Jeff DeMark, Brent

Jenkins and Celia Homesley perform original works of
poetry, fiction and experimental pieces accompanied —
by Time Roandles on keyboard and Geof Daugherty on

Trinity Irish Dancers
8:00 p.m. at the Van Duzer Theatre. The Trinity Irish

Meetings

Dancers will present a performance that includes
Celtic costumes, live musicians and Celtic dance. The

acoustic
bass. Tickets are $3 for students
and seniors.

and $5 for adults.

Department
of World Languages & Culture

Diddie
Wah Diddie

4:30 p.m. at University Annex 150. information on
studying abroad in Montpellier, France, this summer.

Chicago-based
group has received 17 World Championship

7-9 p.m.Delta blues at the Old Town Bistro.

Austin Alley and the Rustiers
10 p.m. at the Red Lion Hotel

The Cutters, Gardener,
The Letdown
9 p.m. at The Shanty. Admission is $4.

Irish Dance titles.

" Tickets are $20 for HSU students, $25 for children

and seniors and $30 general. For more information

call the University Ticket Office at 826-3928.

Clubs

Bayou
HSU Chess Club

Swamis

8:30 p.m. Cajum
$5.

5 p.m. at the Library,
room 313

music at The Plaza Grill. Tickets cost

SETA

Events
Humboldt C.A.R.E.S. Walkathon
10:00 a.m. at the Adorni Center. Participants walk from
the Adorni Center to the gazebo in Old Town Eureka and

back to raise money for the Child Development
Corps.

7 p.m. at Siemens
Hall 110

Clubs

Asian Student Alliance

Republicans Club

5:30 p.m. at Nelson Hall East 115

6-7 p.m. at Nelson Hall East 119

Marine Biology Society
6 p.m. at Science
B 133

Refugee Extension Program

Save the Orangutans

Natural Resources Club

5-6 p.m. at Nelson Hall East 118

5 p.m. at Natural Resources
310

Pow

Students
for Choice
5 p.m. at Nelson Hall East 120

5-6 p.m. at the Y.E.S. House

For more information
call 826-3838.

Something
About Snakes
10:30 - noon (ages 4.and 5) 12:30- 2 p.m. (ages 6 - 8) at
the Natural History

Museum. Touch and learn about

several different live snakes at the museum. Pre-registration required. $9 per child, $7 for members.

Teaching in an Altered
Evening with Bill Ayers

Universe: An

7:30 p.m. at the Van Duzer Theatre. Bill Ayers, author
of “Fugitive Days: A Memoir” will speak about threats
to democracy, the link between activism and education
and ways teachers and community organizers can

change the world. Tickets cost $10.

- Candidate Forum

for humbal Covnty
candies
and Gary ogles ~eee
Reiner
Senn Laman
{NY

ot

p
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Wow Committee

5:30 p.m. at House 38

Got an Event?
E-mail listings to Matt Crawford at thejack@humboidt. edu or sent them to The Lum-

berjack office. Event listings forms are available outside of The Lumberjack Advertising
Office or at the Clubs Office on the second floor of the University Center. nooner
a
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Andre
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working an “undone problem”

for sport
Climbers look to bouldering
Simplicity and unencumbered climbing provide for excitement
sy Bennett

The head of the climbing
department
at
Adventure’s Edge, Paul
Humphrey, said the in-

BarTHELEMy

LUMBERJACK STAFF
nour beaches a revolution of sorts is unfolding.
Many climbers have traded
their tangly ropes, weighty
gear and constricting har-

©
=.

ing it would likely cost them a
10-year
BWI...

oo

membership
+

seaen

meee

to the
n

020284

on

hard

se-

vival.
Heath

has

with manic tendencies

quences close to the comfort and short attention

crease in bouldering has

of the ground. . Topping out - is

helped boost sales for

AWESOME

spans abound

in this

new sport.

like

I’ve

Thisfact alone makes

CUltclimbina few minutes

and

s on maand capitalize
p

repeat

the

—

| feel

onen invite
basiccimbingneets. | reached the summit of a diffi tr
in g

more

shoes,

crashpads, chalk bags

can

descend

lead climbing gear is in
Humphrey
decline,”

a gear rack and go roped climb-

tools for collegial sur-

and has visited Lost Rocks,
which lies immediately south
of the Klamath River mouth.
“Its location is so beautiful,
magical,” Norton said. “Amazing natural things happen
there — (such as) ospreys pulling fish out of the water — and
it’s on native land which gives
it a special feeling, unlike any
place in California.”

boulderers that those

working

cumbered movement and a por-

For those looking to build up

o

I like

and chalk lately. Sales of pro blem.”

yes, it’s true — some of these
climbers have never even tied
into a rope.
Why the sudden onslaught of
seemingly
insignificant
“pebbles” when glorious cliffs
abound?
Perhaps it’s because the gear
for this new endeavor can be
had for less than a one-year
membership to the gym.

e

:

nesses for the freedom of unen* table mattress (to fall on) — and

oa

ee

said.

to

*
Sue

Thomas

nia and residual ADD as

Norton,

an-

is
other expert opinion,
botany and environmental biology= senior the
publisher of a new

Humphrey has a reputation in the area as an avid
boulderer and roped climber

himself, and has pioneered
much of the area climbing in
his 10 years here.
“Bouldering gets you strong

for leading roped routes, but

mistakes possible on the first

magazine

hundred or so roped ascents are

roped climbing.
Vbouldering boasts an inter-

significantly reduced.
climbing,
roped
“Unlike
bouldering requires almost no
instruction — just a high pain
threshold and the unflagging
desire to keep throwing oneself
at an inanimate object in the
vain hope that it might eventu-

many people just aren’t making
the next logical step, which is
taking the skills learned
ally concede and whisper: the»
bouldering onto the local roped
secret of life.
routes,” he said.
It becomes apparent quickly
As a boulderer, the amount .

—

dedicated

to un-

national audience with subscribers from all corners of the
globe. Norton touted the social
aspect as one of the great
draws.
“You can meet people easier
as a boulderer,” he said. “When

ClimbXmedia.com — which
a

Web

site

just

for

bouldering — in a nationwide
poll reported that Humboldt
County was chosen as one of

the top 20 areas for bouldering
in the United States, which
shows outsiders have discovered it as well.
What then is the fate of
Humboldt’s rugged million-dollar coastline from Luffenholtz

to Footsteps as climbers continue to turn their backs to the

ouaré oped clintbirid, fdu'ate ° Ldwering’ cathedrals of stone?
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Annual Clam Beach Run a success
a

PO

* The

Lumberja

Run attracts residents, nonresidents of Humboldt County
sy Bannarr

Bantnacemy

Clam Beach Run and Walk.
Val Jordan and Nancy Sheen,
co-directors of this year’s
event, said there were more
than 1,000 entries.

LUMBERJACK STAFF
-¥

aturday morning was

windless with plenty
of blue skies, contrary
to the weather reports — per-

Entrants
ranged in age from
4 to 84.
. The entries came from as far

fect day for the 37th annual

draw for the race’s large num-

Jordan and Sheen said the
goal was to meet the commitment for scholarships and arts
in the community.

afield as Southern California
and Oregon, but a strong contingent of Humboldt County
runners
also competed in the
race.
:
Proceeds from the race are’
put back into the Trinidad
community

ber of entrants.
Runner’s Magazine called it
one of the most scenic runs inthe country.
“

. “Last year we were able to donate $5,000 to the Trinidad

Dave Holper, College of the

English teacher, said
Redwoods
he had not done the run in 20

Kitchen Project,” Jordan said.

The locationof the run is big

years and was excited to be running it again and in such
friendly weather.
Entrants had the option of
selecting the 3-, 5.75-, or 8.75mile runs.
The course started just south
of Patrick’s Point and headed
into the town of Trinidad.
The last 5.75 miles followed
Scenic

Question: “Is marriage outdated?”
_ Answer:

Looking at the modern scene, one can certainly get that idea. Huge numbers of marriages end in divorce, and

millions are setting up house and living together sexually without the commitment of marriage. Many of America's favorite

for example.
sitcoms feature single adults jumping in and out of bed with each other; take“Friends;"Spin City’and “Ally McBeal’
I’m not a regular viewer of these programs, but I've seen and read enough to know the values they espouse and reflect.

It's interesting to me to watch Ally McBeal take one of her wistful walks near the close of the program, saddened by the fact

that she has no one really to love and to cherish, to share her deepest life and soul with, to be “one” with, till death separates.

She and most other sitcom favorites seem to be on a quest for that Perfect Love, that Perfect Soul Mate, yet one after another
of their relationships ends in failure and pain. The sexual attraction that drew them together in the first place isn’t enough to
sustain their relationship. So, like many here on the HSU campus, they meander through a series of sexual partners, but never

At the finish line, tunes from

the Marching Lumberjacks
greeted the runners.
Fergus Breck, sociology
graduate student and multiple
winner of the 8.75 Clam Beach
Run finished in 47:31, nearly
two minutes slower than his
best.
This was still good enough to
clinch his fourth consecutive

Why is that? In the words of Dr. Elizabeth Aehtemeier, author of The Committed Marriage, “The good gift of marriage that God

has given us is corrupted and spoiled by us because we are trying to live our lives apart from God our Creator.” In other

words, successful, fulfilling marriage is a mirage, an impossible quest, as long as we insist on straying from God and throwing

away the manual. Marriage was God's idea:
And the Lord God said,“It is not good for the man to be alone. | will make a companion who will help him....” Then
the Lord God made a woman from the rib and brought her to Adam. “At last!” exclaimed Adam. This explains why a

man leaves his father and mother and is joined to his wife, and the two are united into one. (Genesis 2:18-24, NLT)

Jesus affirms God's original intention for marriage in Matthew 19:3-6, in answering a question about divorce:
Haven't you read the Scriptures?... They record that from the beginning “God made them male and female”... This
explains why a man leaves his father and mother and is joined to his wife, and the two are united into one. Since
they are no longer two but one, let no one separate them, for God has joined them together.

win.

Marriage works best when we acknowledge God in our lives and when we commit ourselves to Him and to one another totally
and unreservedly, till death parts us. “Trial” marriages don’t work. Of those who cohabit sexually, only 40% get married, and of
those 75% end in divorce. To those of you who believe that marriage must be avoided in order to grow and mature as human
beings, Elizabeth Achtemeir has this to say:“Precisely by that conclusion, such young people have made an intimate and

He said he was disappointed
in his time, but said he is hopeful he will still dominate at the
Foggy Bottoms race to be held
March 3.

Dale

Kitt said the sand slowed him
down, especially the last few
hundred feet, as the sand was
not compacted.
A number of HSU students
ran. About 15 members of the

commitment to her man.

track team ran in the event.

Total commitment, with God at the center. That's how it works best, because that’s how God designed it to work. (I recently
and the marriage relationship in particupreached a message on “Adam and Eve”, about male/female relationships in general,
lar. For a FREE TAPE, please call 822-0367 or dropby our church office at 17 and Union Streets below HSU tennis courts).
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well.

reflects very accurately our depersonalized, bureaucratized, rootless, fast-moving, pressurized culture's longing for
meaningful and intimate personal relationships. She cries out...for the chance to be a whole, loving, human being.
But she omits from her actions the one element that might make her goals realizable: total and non-calculating

a

Eureka

of 48 minutes, but said he felt
he could have done better as

out the commitment of marriage, she has this to say:
To be sure, she wants the right things:a living, dynamic companionship of total sharing with the one she loves. She

+.+.9,0,¢

Kitt,

* School senior, turned in a time

joyful lifelong relationship almost impossible to achieve.” Speaking of a young woman who has decided to cohabit with-

$4

to Moonstone

clam/hog.

find that truly satisfying relationship and life.

en;

Drive

Beach, a splash through Little
River, and then a sandy run
down Clam Beach to the finish.
Each entrant received an
event shirt provided by Jeff
and Jan Provolt of Pro Volt Design.
This year’s logo sported a
clam/groundhog figure popping out of the sand between
runner’s feet.
Jeff Provolt said he hoped
the connection would not be
lost on the runners. He said
Saturday is also Groundhog
Day, hence the shadow of the

ie
7, ¥a¥
¥

Katie Moriarty said she liked
the race but that “the loose
sand at the finish sucked.”
Bryan Janes, Lehrin Morey

ay
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Bouldering: Local areas for climbing popular with enthusiasts across the nation |
© CONTINUED FROM PAGE 29

and promontories destined to
languish alone, attention given
only by the spray of waves,
directionless gulls, and inva-

sive iceplants?
Jan. 25 the sun came out, and

stayed out all day.
Boulderer Hiko Ito left at
dawn to go to Lost Rocks.
He said he had called in sick

to work.

i

He said his favorite boulder

problem is “whichever one Iam
working on at the moment.”
Sue Thomas, botany and en-

yal

nie

véronmental biology senior,
and Kevin Thomas, natural resource planning junior, were
working an overhanging chunk
of greywhacky sandstone
called the pyramid.
The gently overhanging face
is a cleanly chiseled triangle.
At the hase, Sue Thomas had

carefully laid out the new

Herbal

quences close to the comfort of
the ground. Topping out is awesome — I feel like I’ve reached

the summit of a difficult climb
in a few minutes and can de-

scend to repeat the problem.”
Kevin Thomas said he had a
more spiritual interpretation.

simply make progress on a
hard problem.”
Sue Thomas wiped the sand
from her shoes and proceeded
to crank up the sharp and very
smooth holds of the right arete,
slapping up it while Kevin spot-

men
in difficulty in the
bouldering world.
Power without technique
quickly becomes a dead-end.
- Even as the light was fading,
Sue Thomas refused to quit, as
she was determined to top-out

ted her.
Despite her lack of brute

on the boulder problem we had
been working.

force, she had a way of making

ten serious about the sport be-

vertical surfaces,” he said.

cause, “To boulder you only

“You

some-

each move look like a dance insteadof a grunt-fest.
Women, more often than
men, rely on technique to overcome the moves, which means

need the essentials — good rock

thing you couldn’t do before, or

they often soon surpass the

crashpad her mom had given
her for Christmas.
Sue Thomas said she has got-

neyn

eee ee

and shoes — it’s very pure.
“I like working on hard se-

are

oo Ge

“You don’t need very much
equipment and you can still get
the sensation of being one with
can accomplish

Oi
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Immerse yourself in the
world of healing plants
with this 150-hour
program designed for
the serious herb student.

* Herbal Therapeutics
¢ Materia Medica
* Medicine Making
¢ Wild Foods
¢ Herbal First Aid

Rosemary Gladstar's

¢ Flower Essences

home study course will
be included as text for

¢ Herb @ardening
and the Magic and
‘ Spirit of Plants.

this ‘course.

"We need your
help to make a
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Jennifer Feeney, HSU Social Work Senior
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Ask for them in your favorite Market, Deli or Restaurant

TOFU SHOP Specialty Foods, Inc.
100 Ericson Ct.. Suite 150, Arcata. CA

95521 » Phone/Fax: 707

+822 - 7401

Women’s track

Men’s basketball
creates crowds

head to Invitational
HSU women’s indoor track

Packed-house crowds have
become common during the
Lumberjack men’s season of

and field team travels to participate in the Cosby Invitational
hosted by the University of

success.

Nevada-Reno on Saturday.

At the mid-point of league
play, HSU is tied with Seattle

Pacific for first place, both

niti

squads sporting 8-1 conference
records.

Jacks win softball
season

2nd

‘

822.7143

Stregs

Annual

Service

ph
Building

:

Learning

Conference
at

Humboldt

turday
thy

State

University

gan the softball season with a
3-0
win
over
Cal
State
Dominguez Hills before falling
4-2 to San Francisco State at the
Best of the West Invitational.

Jacks

of Social
Service

throw line to defeat Western
Washington, 100-86 on Jan 26.

The ’Jacks fell 4-2 to fifth
ranked UC Davis before coming
back in the bottom of the seventh inning to defeat Azusa
Pacific
6-5
Saturday.

Softball goes 3-3 on

opening trip

nal 18 points from the free

Despite mixed
first two days of
the HSU softball
its way into the
the Best of the

The victory improved No.

Bringing students, faculty, staff, and community members together to

:

el

share expertise and insight into issues of service and social change

Keynote Speaker:

COLIN
RAJAK
Executive Directorof JustAct
Youth ACTion for Global JUSTice

softball falis

to UC Davis

wins again

10 ranked HSU

Shona

out, striking out five as HSU be-

For the first time in 54 years
the Jacks defeated the Seattle
Pacific Falcons, claiming a 8478 victory in front of a capacity crowd of 1,632 on Jan.24.
HSU’s historic victory, only
its second in 16 meetings with
SPU, improved the ‘Jacks to 161 overall and snapped SPU’s 15game winning streak, dropping
the Falcons to 15-2.

Foul tactics late in the game
worked against Western Washington, as HSU scored their fi-

ah

pitcher

Guevara hurled a four-hit shut-

Pacific

1087 H

opener

Freshman

Men defeat Seattle

accessories

:

to 17-1 overall

and 8-1 in the Great Northwest
Athletic Conference while
Western Washington fell to 126 and 6-3.

results on it’s
competition,
team earned
semifinals of
West Invita-

tional before falling to CSU
Bakersfield on Sunday.
The Lumberjacks finished
the event with a 3-3 record.

Men sweep two

games at home
Trey Shannon scored a career-high 17 points to help HSU
defeat Northwest Nazarene,

101-77 in men’s basketball action Saturday. The Jacks also
clipped Seattle University, 82-67
on Thursday, and the combined
results kept the ‘Jacks in a tie
for first in the GNAC at 10-1.

Men’s basketball

Men’s rugby. has
winning weekend
.

The HSU Men’s rugby team

had an eventful weekend in
Santa Cruz when they defeated
UC. Santa Cruz 43-10.

Mixed results for

women’s hoops
* The Lady ‘Jacks didn’t win

against

Alaska-Anchorage

Thursday where the score was

inte
of 1
ben
rea
of |

06-63
but improved to 44 in*
or call: eub-aces
REGISTRATION

.Neil ware
it si smaanithenlé credit sealable e LEAD 380

Visit our website at www.humboldt.edu/~slee

DEADLINE:

February.18, 2002
FEE: $15.00

GNAC play with a 70-55 win at

Humboldt State slid forward
Fairbanks Saturday night. The.
one position in the national
win was
HSU’s, first m.
rankings, Moving up to 'No. 7
..Fairbanks. , ,
Pa
after adding two’wins at home‘
~ compas ey Maarnan Sunpe.an
last week.

us,
the
did
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Lady 7
results

mixed

1in B-ball games

Women let one slip then win a nailbiter
sy

Gasnia.

Jackson
beautiful pull.”
Charlene Murphy and Peni

“We Beal their start.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

he. Lady
‘Jacks
outplayed the Lady
Crusadersof Northwest Nazarene in the East Gym
Thursday night, but because of
turnovers and missed opportu-

ers. Their starters

Vaefaga kept the Lady ’Jacks in
the game all night with their

didn’t get the job
done.”

scrappy defense and productivity on offense. Murphy, a do-itall junior
forward
from
Windsor, finished with a team
high 15 points and eight rebounds.

Carol Harrison
coach

nities, HSU came up short 7871.

“I thought we had the opportunity to win this game,” said
coach

Carol

Harrison.

“I

thought we played well enough
to win it. We just didn’t take
advantage of the openings we
had to Nicole Lynch, and we
missed some bunnies.”
It was a pivotal game for the
Lady ’Jacks, who had an opportunity to move their conference
record to .500 over the twogame home stretch.
It was a seesaw battle much
of the game with HSU trailing

36-34 at the half.
The

Lady

‘Jacks got help

from sophomore guard Peni
Vaefaga, who finished with
eight points, six rebounds, two
assists and two steals.
Junior forward Charlene

Murphy

played a tough all-

around game, finishing with
eight points, five rebounds, four

energy into building the lead it

steals.
The freshman tandem of
Nicole Lynch and Jackie
Kolesar contributed a com-

was hard to maintain for a long

bined 19 points, scoring 11 and

period,” Harrison said.
With four minutes and 2 seconds left in the game, Northwest Nazarene converted a

eight respectively. All of
Kolesar’s points came in the
second half.
HSU trailed by as many as 10

three-point play, putting it

points in the second half, but

ahead.

key

“We put so much emotional

At the half’s end, Charlene
Murphy came up on a steal and

a lay-up to tie the game. On the
next two possessions, the Lady

’Jacks got three’s from Vaefaga
and Kolesar, HSU was on their
way to a 12-point lead.

However, the Lady Crusaders

efforts

Murphy, Vaefaga and sharp
shooter Bennett, enabled them
to cut into the Saints lead. |

athree, giving her 14 points and
sealing the win for the Lady

“Murphy stepped up big in
the early part of the second
half,” Harrison said.
Just when it seemed that
HSU’s luck had ran out,
Bennett, from Dixon, knocked
down a three with 22 seconds
on the game clock to put the
Lady 'Jacks up 60-58.
Freshman guard Kolesar hit
a free throw with 6 seconds on —

Crusaders.

Jackie Kolesar hit a three
with

10 seconds

left, but it

wasn’t enough to escape the sixpoint deficit, and the Lady
’ Jacks gave one away 78-71, fall-

the clock to close the deal for
the Lady ‘Jacks, edging the
Saints of Saint Martin’s College 61-58.
HSU forced 16 turnovers

Thursday,” Harrison said. “We
showed some maturity in com-

' playing time.

came off the bench to shoot the

Offer good through February

mete

rote thing
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las moved f
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, vintage
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tie
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ohana

wins close games, and I thought

lights out for the Lady ‘Jacks,
scoring 14 points on five of nine
into the game, getting the bulk
shooting and four of seven from
of their production from their
three-point land.
bench. Four Lady Crusaders
“Kylee just came up huge,”
reached double figures. Three
of those players came off the , said Harrison of her sharp
shooting guard. “I’ve been talkbench.
ing all year about how we have
“Their bench is what beat
to get some scoring from,other
us,” Harrison sdid: “We beat’
got hot and shot their way back

we executed. We played better
in the last three minutes than

they did.”

new

sterling silver

owelry

The Lady ‘Jacks will hit the
road, traveling to Anchorage,
Alaska, Fairbanks, Alaska, and
Western Oregon.

Their next hoe
che Feb.

1 -cp.m. on

*
to

No dues, no other fees, no hassles

ing back, playing hard and using our home court. Execution

Junior guard Kylee Bennett

wie

for $1 99

the second-half themselves.
“It was a devastating loss on

packed crowd in the East Gym
saw 13 of 15 Lady ’Jacks receive

whe

4 months

while giving up.only seven in

It was truly a team effort as a

their starters’ Theli’ tra places We bore - wr seme,=

Student Semester Special

by

tinued when freshman guard/
forward Chanda Rodriguez hit

ference.
After losing a heartbreaker at
home Thursday night, the Lady
’Jacks pulled off a come from
behind victory over Saint
Martin’s College 61-58, moving
their record to 3-6 in conference
and 5-12 overall.

Lynch, scoring 19 and 26 points
respectively.

all-around

Their shooting success con-

steals.
But the bulk of the offense
Jackie Kolesar and

ished with nine points, a game
high 12 rebounds, and four

saw their lead cut to one.

ing to 4-12 overall and 2-6 in con-

tandem,

guard from Sacramento, fin-

opportunities, the Lady ’Jacks

assists and a game-high five

was provided by the freshman

Vaefaga,
a 5-foot-9sophomore -

their starters to 25 points but
we gave up 45 points to kids on
the bench.”
After some crucial missed
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Crew teams
get new home

1 $799 |
Oe Fpig Wile Pe
huis

doles

Construction has begun —

ian

=

sy Saran

Finney

as assist in bringing additional

LUMBERJACK STAFF

After spending nearly three
decades bouncing around from
one empty building to another

ae ee

along the Eureka waterfront,
cleaning up each area as
they’ve gone along, they will

ee

behalf,” HSU women’s crew
coach Robin Meiggs said.

Lumber, |

Schmidbauer
Penfold

Engineering,

David

Pierce Architect and Danco

soon have a permanent home.
The HSU men’s and women’s
crew teams are currently using
the dock behind the Adorni
Center to launch their boats
from.
Equipment is stored in and
behind the fieldhouse on the

Construction have all been
jor contributors in making
boathouse project a reality.
With all of the labor and
and
terials donated,

HSU campus and transported

the beginning of January and
should be completed by the end
of February.
Along with the building of

to the waterfront for practice.
Two boathouses are currently in the works for the crew
team, one being a temporary
home until the state-funded
Boating Instruction and Safety

Center (BISC) is completed.
The temporary boathouse,
under construction on the waterfront between the Adorni
Center and the Samoa Bridge,

Ee

donors on board.
“Rob and Sherie Arkley really got people involved on our

mathe
mathe

property donated by the city of
Eureka, the temporary boathouse began construction at

the boathouse, a dock must also
be constructed, a project that
the crew teams and coaches

expect to do themselves.
“A permit was necessary in
order to install a dock on the
waterfront,” Meiggs said. “We
were working to get the permit

ee es BCR

ae

is a project that began last
fast tracked and we just found
HSU - out on Jan. 17 that it would be
when
January
Intramurals Director Clay
approved in 30 days (from the

GR

coxswain Chris Martinek put

-——_

aaa

coach Mark Hurtz and former

i

Brown, former HSU men’s crew

VOT,

Re

Sn

of

sata
r

J

\
%

ate
.

together a grant proposal directed to Rob and Sherie

ee
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Arkley.

2]

17th).”

While the temporary home
for the crew teams has been an
‘ongoing project for the past
year, the BISC project has been

under way for a number of

‘ The Arkley’s agreed to pro- . years.

i < vide a-large amount of the:

"funding

for th proet, as well
faa
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Crew House:Construction begins
© CONTINUED
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Dan Collen, Center Activities
director and current interim
director of athletics, began the
project five years ago.
“The project is a broad based
aquatic facility that will offer
education classes to the community as well as serve as a
home for the crew teams,”
Collen said.
Center Activities longtime
relationship with the Department of Boating and Waterways has helped bump the HSU
project to fourth in line in the
state behind Southwest Col- _ Jege, CSU Sacramento and CSU
‘Northridge.
The 17,000 square foot, twostory complex will sit on the
Eureka waterfront just west of

the Adorni Center.
;
“The implementation of the
project has really been a three

way partnership between the
California Department of Boating and Waterways, the City of
Eureka, and Humboldt State,”

Collen said. “To receive funding from the state the building
needed to be on state lands, so
the city of Eureka transferred
the land over to the state.”
The other agreements in the

partnership were that the state
was in charge of building and
HSU would manage
least 25 years.

per,

it for at

With the partnership

vid

in

Got a tip for us?

“With the construc-

eles

tion of this state-of-

the-art facility, this is
an exciting time for
all boating pro-

826-3271

Call, let us know.
We'll check it out.

grams on the North
Coast.”.
Dari Collen
interim athletic director

A Public Service
Announcement

place, the $4.5 million project
really got under way last year.
“Last year was the first year

of the three-year funding cycle
from the state and we received

from The Lutmbur!
ack

DON'T.

$245,000 for working drawings,”
Collen said.
“This was to be the second

READ

year of the funding and I am
very excited to announce that
the Department of Boating and
Waterways recently announced
that they are going to take the
second and third year and combine the monies.”
The combining of the money
will push the project ahead a
year sooner than expected.
“Crew has wanted a permanent home on the waterfront
since its existence,” Collen
said. “With the construction of

VALENTINE DINNER.

©

VEGETARIAN CUISINE
eens the Romantic Guitar of” Rex Richardson

668-994
BLUE LAKE

for regervations

9:50-9:30

40 H ST.

this state-of-the-art facility, this
is an exciting time for all boating programs on the North
Coast.”

Introductory traditional

cut
hair
r
§ Q barbe
flat tops & crew cuts
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Monday through Saturday

9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
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From PAGE 30

end

track coach Dave Wells wanted
g of

the runners to just have fun
and not run too hard, which is
what the team did. Morey said

hes

it was nice break from their
normal training routine.

“It isa beautiful
run and neat
to see all these people running
it,” Sadie Solem, a member of
the track team, said. “When I
ran it last year I met a guy who
had run it a year before I was

the
‘We
mit
nd

i be
the

born.”
Among

pme
past

them was fisheries

ys

“It is a beautiful run

and neat to see all
these people running it.”

and completed the 8.75-mile
run.
Charlie Lawrence serves on
the board of directors for the
Six Rivers Running Club, and

‘theyhave been ip.the Cl

Charlie Lawrence

fraves.,

and his

products

Oil of Love
wife, Lynn, are both 68 years old

-her, and the fact: that she fin} »
Nobo O97,

emnetane

run participant

said he and his wife run in all
the races in Humboldt County
that are up to 10 miles.

yh dsheabot.

Touch it softly...

Sadie Solem

Sarah
student
graduate
Muskopf.
She said the different scenery and the river crossing were

‘the best parts of the race for.

r of
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Lawrence and his wife ani.
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Protect your children
wor the last six years, a man classified as a high-risk |
| sex offender has been living in our community, did
you know
A big part of Aveatateaitrection is its small-community feel.

Sy

yr

oper e.
_

Arcata is a place people move to when they want to be able to
walk home alone without being scared.
A place where your neighbors will keep an eye on your home

when you’re out of town, even if you don’t ask them to.

A place where people you don’t even know smile and greet °

you on the street.
Now imagine living in your perfect little world, and finding

out the man your children affectionately call “Uncle” is a high-

risk sex offender.
Unfortunately, many parents in Arcata found themselves in
this situation last week.
Accordingto a UPD officer, one of the women whose daughter spent time with Mister Sex Offender said she always got a

bad feeling about him, but her boyfriend had known him for

years and told her not to worry.
First of all, always trust your instincts, especially where
»
children are concerned.
as of 1996, you,-as citizens of California, have the
‘ Secondly,
rightto known if a high-risk sex offender lives or works in
your community.

You also haive the right to go to your police station and view

photos of high-risk sex offenders in your county.
A high-risk sex offender is.classified as someone who has
been convicted of at least two violent crimes, at least one being of a sexual nature.
Of the three high-risk sex offenders in Humboldt County,

Arcata since 1997.
His previous crimes have targeted minors under the age of
14 years old.
UPD and other law enforcement officers have received many
phone calls from people with children under the age of 10, who
he had been ingratiating himself with.
Parents beware. Unfortunately, there are predators such as
ner
this in every town. Se

caer dae

a

ae

:

two are incarcerated and the third has been registered in

saa.

arents and children have been made aware of a potentially
c situation.

T Eicada sist bo the UPD and educate yourselt

:

as a first line of defense, always TRUST YOUR INTU-

And

TTION!

. For more details seeaCe

Claws
a
- contentof The Lumberjack should
be directed to the editor at (707)
826-5922.
« The Lumberjack editorials are “written based on. the majority

words, and guest columns no more
than 600 words.
« Letters can be mailed, delivered,
or e-mailed (preferred) to The Lumberjack, Nelson Hall East 6, Arcata,
E-mail: thejack@humboldt.edu.

¢ Guest columns, cartoons and

Friday for next issue consider-

of the writers, not necessarily

Letters sind quest coluunstie mist in-

‘opinion articles reflect the opinion

Letters
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ation.

those of The Lumberjack or its_ clude the writer's name,aa of
idence and ph
5t
staff. ~~
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Tisgartaros
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yest

cartoons.:;
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Did you know that every
year more than 150,000 nonsmokers die from secondhand
smoke?
Did you know that there are
more than 4,000 chemicals in
secondhand smoke, 200 of
which are poisons and 63 of
which cause cancer?
Did you know that secondhand smoke ranks third as the
leading cause of
preventable deaths
each year behind
smoking and alcohol?
a nonI am
smoker.

I respect

your

right to kill yourself.
;
More
importantly, I respect my
body enough not to subject it
to something as disgusting as
smoking.
The way I see it, smokers are
the only group of people in

tioia is

Letters should be nomore thian 250, remo aiesb el

asthma at the age of 2 years old.
Every year since then he has

saeither will

30 days...

The sight of your loved one
turning gray, not being able to
draw a breath because his lungs

are closing up, and being intubated in the back of an ambulance is not one easily forgotten.

My dad still lights up around
him.
I have a hard time being com-

passionate towards smokers.

BACK

I spend half of my life holding my breath:
I hold my breath coming
into buildings, going out of
buildings, and sometimes
while I’m sitting inside buildings, because smokers don’t
understand the nature of gas-

ses.

your right to privacy in your

‘I hold my breath walking
across the quad at school and
in the halls between classes..

own home. If you are endangering a child, you should be pun-

this world with the right to kill
others without fear of conse-

quences.

I hold my breath when the
person in the car ahead of me
is smoking and flicking their
ashes out the window.
I hold my breath because if
I get one whiff of cigarette

graine.
If I’m lucky, I can try to hold
my breath on my way into the
hospital as the doctors and
nurses are smoking right outside the doors.

My brother and I were unfortunate enough to grow up
in a smoke filled house because our dad smoked.
I had ear infections so fre-

me at les@humboldt.edu.

Laurel Edgeworth
zoology junior

tack.

Yes, it’s a horrible addiction
that they can’t (or refuse to) control; I’ve heard all that.
If a smoker refuses to make
changes in their habits for their
own health, then they should at
least try not endangering the
lives of others.
I believe that smoking in public should be banned.
As per our constitutional
rights, they can smoke in their
cars or houses, unless there is a
minor present.
This nation has laws against
child abuse that reach beyond

smoke, I end up with vomiting
all day with a horrible mi-

page 3.

n the newspaper's edito‘opinioof
rial board.

My brother developed severe

nearly died from an asthma at-

,

hae
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Smokers should be
locked in their cars
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You can’t say that
when we’re at war
Mr. Shook, I wonder how long
it has been since you read
Orwell’s “1984.”
It must have been before
your memory or you would be
more awake to the message,
which doesn’t concern communism in
particular but the
perils of any government that is allowed
to become more powerful than those who

create it.
Don’t think that
just because we are
not communist we
are not subjected to
the abuse of a government gone
unchecked by the people...

I am appalled that you would
condemn the freedom of speech
merely because we are in a
state of national emergency.
In your letter, you say “we ...
have heard claims like this before” concerning MAXXAM
Corporation’s rampant exploitation of workers, then you
state “they are usually made by
Communists.”
First, one wonders how you
have become so omnipotent as
to know everybody’s political
orientation based on their research; second, if a person is
politically oriented in a free
country— which won’t be as

ished for it.
:
long as people like George W.
Smoking around other people
. Bush are elected into office—
is proven to cause them harm.
how does that make what they
If it is considered assault to
hit someone in the head with a
baseball bat, it should be consid-

ered attempted murder to
smoke around people who don’t
smoke.
The US. Constitution guarantees me the right to life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness —
smokers have no right to take
my life away from me.

I know I’m not alone in my
feelings toward being forced to

breath cigarette smoke on campus.
I propose smoking be banned
completely on campus unless

say any more or less true?
You refute those claims with

name-calling, not with facts or
knowledge.
- Isthis the third-grade
all over
again?
You call Winston Smith an
“anti-American band,” but
there is nothing “anti-American” about free speech.
No one is holding a gun to
your head forcing you to listen
to anyone say anything.

It is their freedom to speak
their mind, it is your freedom
to disagree with it and, even

"Detter, not jisten. in the: first’ |
» duently that I lost BQ percent , ,it’s in your own vehicle.’
tous
If anyone "else
|
would like to ’ “place.
“of my pearing and. bad ta haye ,
Of
SepaAodd db cobs udeanbenbhe
tubes put ie my ears twice to ’ ‘Join my tfisade for the hbalth ’
of nonsmokers, please e-mail
, drain the fluid out.

see Letters, next page
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Thoughts of football and war join up
I didn’t know how I
was going to write my
column this week.
A lot has been going
on. But the Super Bow]
mattered to me more

pany to win the office, then appointed
people from that corrupt company to
hold major positions in our government, and then used the “war” to shield

we could afford to give money to the
small fundamentalist government in Afghanistan. But only recently, we had to
spend $30 million a day bombing it.

to his trying to give more money to the
company that he knew was going to go

I thought about how in that same year,

than

under and screw its employees.

most

other

things. I mean, if you
get bombarded with

political bullshit for more than four
months straight ... it’s nice to get a break
every now and then.
And the Super Bow] was a break that
I had been waiting on for a long time.

But I knew it would be enveloped in
quasi-patriotic nonsense as well as soon
as I saw the Patriots were in it.
Nothing against the Patriots. I liked

I was, though, thinking about the war.
‘I mean, how could I not? Everywhere I
looked, the war was being shoved down

my hes

... thus my al-

derstand how life must
have been like in Nazi Germany ... but I didn’t want to
go to far. I mean, we are
only slaughtering innocent

out red, white and blue.
But at least I wasn’t really thinking

about how our President used an absurd
amount of money from a corrupt com-

W/e Come

about what I was goingto
write in this column.
A number of things ran
I
mind.
my
through

It just didn’t seem like much of a stretch
to assume that the game would be fixed
for the “good of the country.”
Also, the beginning of the game with
that horrible misrepresentation of
American history ... well I almost puked

__rorist attacks for years,

Goin' Back

And of course, I thought

the team before it changed its uniform.

ings about possible ter-

‘

most puking.

thought about writing that
after living in a post-911

and since Sept. 11, my life hasn’t really
changed at all. I mean, I know people
who lost friends or relatives in the whole
fiasco. But people die all the time. And
most deaths are more out of the blue. (I
. had been hearing warn-

and we all know why ...
so I decided not to go
there either.)
_ And I thought about

From

how if the Patriots won,
I was going to write the
column as a claim that
the Super Bowl had
been rigged (a claim I
made to several people
in the past couple of
weeks).

America, I can really un-

by James Morgan

people because of their religion by the
thousands... not the millions.
I thought about how this time last
year, the budget surplus was so big that

But as the game developed, I realized
that I had the Patriots all wrong.
Yes, the team wore the nation’s colors.

Yes, the pseudo football fans said a Pa-

triots victory would be a sign of “good”

:

things to come. But other than that, the
Patriots didn’t really represent this
country at all.
I mean, the players wanted to be introduced as a team. There was no “army
of one” out there. And there weren't a
lot of people giving them a chance.
But the Rams ... that was the “American” team. It had the other guys way out

gunned, but thought it was appropriate.
They had the multiple armies of one.
The wide receivers who would rather
celebrate by themselves than continue

to keep their heads in the game among
others. The team had the big weapons,
and that was all anyone was talking
about.
So that didn’t really seem like an appropriate thing to write about either. In

the end ... I never really came up with
anything to write about. But I had fun
watching the game. And that is the im-

portant thing.
James Morgan is the online editor and
production manager at The Lumberjack, and he promises that next week, he
will most likely not write about football.

connection?
Letters: Cigarette smoking, hatchery fish and free speech, can you see the Smoking
doesn’t
Thomas

Paine said “it is a

e

ne

patriot’s duty to protect his nation from its government.”
If you are willing to give up
your rights as a resident of a
free nation merely because the
government tells you to, you
yourself are the “anti-American.”

Big Brother is watching you,
Mr. Shook, whether or not you
are willing to acknowledge it.

activities.
I am referring to the flag of

corporate logos on display ina
Science A window, viewed from
the walkway to Forbes Complex.

Flag promotes free
speech dialogue

Let your mind be stimulated
and let’s, as a community, dialogue about the issues that

our country is our right to free
speech, allowing for the diver-

arise from this display.
But catch the flag fast for
there are motivations among

about how terrible it is that
their

of us has the right to bring
ideas and concepts that we find
of interest to our community
for discussion.

I find it pleasing that a particular campus faculty member
has taken the initiative to draw
attention to a topic that stimulates discussion

across the

whole gamete of our campus
population — from sociology to
natural resources to economics
&

44
, 31

‘

for your typical flag waving
ees

by

“creating,” are dumber to less
vigorous than
counterparts.

eee

their

native

Does the weir help or hinder
the fish population (native fish)
in the creek?

I have spoken with workers

My jaw dropped as I read
Leann Whitten’s guest editorial; not only is her writing less
than second rate, she obviously
could not pick.a better topic
than to pick on those of us who
do not pollute our lungs.
She stated that all the nice
people must have graduated
because she was asked to not
smoke in an area she admitted
was nonsmoking.
Honey, let me remind you
that you havea
filter, and are

choosing your poison.
For people such as myself
who have asthma or bronchial

problems, secondhand smoke
makes a day on campus much
more difficult than it needs to

be.
It sounds as if she is desperately attempting to be a part of
something, and smoking was it.

at the site who have doubts
To defend that choice she has
about the hatchery fish and the
native fish killed to provide the . to lash out at others.
I guess being a journalist and
eggs to sperm.
stuck behind a computer has
I believe fish numbers in the

I think we should send the

are so low, it may be poscreek
sible that the whole thing is a
worthless enterprise for anything but monitoring.
Any other skeptics in the

cause if they want WAR so
much, they should be the ones

who have to fight the Al’Qaida.
Then Jason can hunt for bin
Laden side by side with his

university?

that beast didn’t lose his VOICE
instead of his hearing!)

Joshua
' Eure

contributed to the loss of social

repoire.

The reason people are nicer
in Arcata is that the majority

smoke only one thing.
Christine Ellicott
liberal studies,

hero Rush Limbaugh (it’s a pity

sue of The Lumberjack.
Jason’s rant was bad, even
apt

tan

hurt

jingoists and warmongers to
the Middle East right away, be-

Like many readers, I had the
misfortune of reading Jason’s
Shook’s letter in last week’s is-

a

feelings

ghanistan. And the feelings are
mutual, let me assure you.

You may not like it,
but I can still say it

leh

Missing, however, were any
numbers about fish populations.
The hatchery fish they are

when the pagans, athiests,
buddhists, etc., were all excluded from the nation’s healing process after the Sept. 11
attacks.
Jason makes it clear that he
wants all free thinkers to be
immediately deported to Af-

Lia Webb
environmental science
senior

aw
:

Creek paints a rosy picture of

the weir, and the Fish Action
Council's work.

tians didn’t alienate anybody

flag of the corporations that
rule our country, one nation,
under rule, divided but not conbut not both.”

Your article on Freshwater

nonpatriots. As if the Chris-

alive and well in our country.

that unite and weave the fabric
of our country.
As a true American each one

Fish, not all they're
hatched up to be

“god-fearing Americans” have

. pression of a reality that is

quered, with liberty or security

history junior

Then Jason goes on to whine

censor this expression.
UnAmerican I say!!
The logos are a patriotic ex-

sity of rich ideas and concepts

John Garritano

ghanistan to make it look good,
you should be ashamed of yourself.

make you cool

weakness to attack us. Beware.

tioned? But if you have to compare the United States to Af-

Please take note!

“I pledge (allegiance??) to the

One of the founding rights of

tunists around us who will exploit a nation’s moment of

“1984”, which he had men-

some campus departments to

Tom Healy
English senior

minder that there are oppor-

lemming.
First he states that anyone
who believes that America is
not a free society should be sent
to Afghanistan. How’s that for
THOUGHT CRIME, a concept
central to George Orwell’s

and business administration to
recreation and extracurricular

© ConTINUED
FROM PAGE 36
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Channeling emotions through writing

It's okay to feel sad sometimes, just don't let it overcome you
on I realize there will always be
reminders
of

So there!
am sitting

that helps me figure out my
thoughts. Writing is my re-

myself that. But, well it’s been
almost four months since that

boys drove up to our house,
ready to embark

on

lease.

day and it still hasn’t com-

on a weekend of

friend’s
c 0 u.c h_
watching

And writing these last few
columns
has served as a type of
therapy for me to deal with

-pletely sunk in.
As time goes on his death no
longer consumes my brain at

snowboarding.
I guess what
I’m trying to say

the halftime

Alan’s death.

every waking moment.

is that seeing his

and not how much

I miss him.

my

show and the screen behind
the stage starts scrolling the
names of all the victims of
Sept. 11.
Flight
93 comes up on screen
and the camera is zoomingin
and out and in.
There it is, close up, Alan

If you have ever lost someone
you cared about, youcan probablyrelatetowhatI’maboutto
say.
This is my closure, thisismywayof ending mygrievingand
letting my happiness take me
over.
.

At least once a day though,
- somethinghappensandIthink
about him.
I see a little girl with her father and I think about Sonali,
now fatherless.
I hear someone talk about
snowboarding and I can see the

name on that
screen made ita
little more real.
As the list
scrolled on I felt
my eyes start to
burn.
I fought back

Beaven.
For me, writing is the tool

I know Alan’s gone. He’s
gone, he’snotcomingbackItell

look.of excitement on my
brother’s face as Alan and his

the urge tocry.
As time goes

é

+

Alan, I must learn

| toletthem remind

me of his humor
and his happiness

A
couple
of
weeks after Alan

died I had a dream
that he was walking towards me on
abeach. The sand
was white and the
water so blue and
he was so tan and
handsome.

AAT

Too"Wigu'Fon CLass

I felt myself start to cry, but
fought back the tears. I didn’t
want him to see me sad.
As I approached him, he had
a big smile on his face and with-

out a word he put his arms out

and I fell into his hug.
I don’t want to cry anymore,

quite honestly I’m sick of it.
There is a time to grieve and

a:time to be happy.
You know I miss you Alan.

I think about you and I remember you, always smiling
and joking and I realize it’s
okay for me to smile to.
I know that it’s okay to feel
sad sometimes and even to cry.
Those days will come and go,
and I will remind myself, I’m

Me

7
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her friends to remind her ...
Smile, it’s okay to be happy!
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Sometimes Christine needs
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very lucky to have someone like
you watching over me.
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OPPORTUNITIES

CAVEAT EMPTOR
Before responding to advertisements

requesting
money to be sent or giving

lmor

a credit card number over the phone,
you may want to contact the local Better Business Bureau to verify
the authenticity of the company. The Lumber>
eae
co
agama
fa
any offers advertised.

nuch
of

Alan

ae wy.\aMACINTOSH: PowerMac 7100 with G3
card, 64 MB RAM, new 4.0 gig
internal hard drive, 56K modem, external zip drive. 15” color monitor included.
$400 OBO. E-mail cgb1 @humboidt.edu.

he on

sand
d the
and
and

poe bia se PICKUP, runs fine, asking $850.00 but make an offer: | need

, but

sSead it! Call Pete at 825-5934.

idn’t

FOUND

> had
iths out

PLANNER AT-A-GLANCE 2001/2002
Found Jan. 24 in women's restroom located in Nelson Hail East (first foor). Call
Pam at 826-3259, The Lumberjack
Newspaper Advertising Office.

ore,
>and

a

ANS

GYMNASTICS/CREATIVE MOVEMENT INSTRUCTOR: 4 — 12 hours per
week, $7.10 per hour. Teach movement,

ling
» it’s

exercise and gymnastics to children 2 6 years old or 7 - 18 years old. Must be
18 years old and have experience work-

) feel

ing with children and/or experience in

D Cry.

gymnastics. Call Arcata Recreation at

822-7091 for more information. EOE/

i go,

Affirmative Action/Title IX.

ee

PERSONALS

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS —
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Best parties, best hotels,
best prices! Space is limited! Hurry
up and book now! (800) 234-7007.

All ads of a personal nature must be
placed at The Lumberjack’s advertising
office, located in Nelson East. Advertisers must present proper ID when placing ads of a personal nature. No ads of a
personal nature will be accepted through
the mail. No telephone numbers, ad-

www.endiesssummertours.com

DANCE CLASSES: Center Activities
has many dance classes to choose
from in the coming week. New
classes are starting! Take this opportunity to learn how to dance! Center
Activities will be offering Beginning
Swing Dance, Intermediate Swing
Dance, Intro to Saisa, and Beginning
Merengue. All these classes start

ads of a personal nature.

MEET ME... in Geyserville?!7!

a

YOU ARE INVITED to participate in
new, non-denomenational, universal

LEISURE CLASSES: Center Activities
has many classes to choose from in
upcoming months. It is a new semester and with that comes new classes.
New to our magazine are beginning/
intermediate/advanced Merengue,

Experiential Anatomy, Short Story.in. _ ,
Progress, Celtic Spirituality, and Credit
when Credit is Due. Back again by
popular demand is our Hands-On
Landscape Design. So whether you
want to learn
short story or just

aie

PROJECT
UPWARD BOUND is looking
for teachers. Instruction
begins on June
24, 2002 and ends on July 26, 2002. If
you are interested in teaching classes at

dancing skills. Call Center Activities
at 826-3357 for more information.

Campus Fellowship, e-mail Dwight at
djw20
@ humboldt.edu.

PROJECT
UPWARD BOUND is looking
for resident mentors for the 2002 summer
‘The session begins on
dune 22, 2002 and ends July 27, 2002.
Interested applicants can call 826-3553
or stop by NHE room 203 on campus for
more information. Application deadiine is
February
8, 2002.

dresses of last names can be used in

soon so sign-up and improve your

spiritual support/discussion group
forming on campus. The group is
based upon the New Thought teachings of Mary Manin Morressey, bringing in concepts from leading world
faiths, including His Holy Dalai Lama
and American Transcendentalism. A
sign-up and information table will be
on the Quad at lunch Tues. and Thur.
For more information about Living
Enrichment Circles/New Thought

www. thejack.org * The Lumberjack

Upward Bound call 826-3553 or come
by NHE room 203 on campus for an ap-

530) aeneaoat oo

plication. Deadline is February 22, 2002.

CAREER

CENTER

INFORMATIONAL

PRESENTATIORN!

Captiol Fellows Program Learn more about paid fellowships and internships for graduating
| seniors interested in careers in public service and policy making.
LOCAL JOBS:

Stuart Cox Delivery Services: Empoyer seeks student with knowledge of Quickbooks Pro and general
bookkeeping..

Duties include paying bills, keeping currente checking and balance and filing income tax. Job

A

pays $8-15.00/hr D.O.E.
MonsterTrak # 101946009

VISIT THE CAREER CENTER,
INFORMATION

write your own
learn more about

S

your anatomy, call Center Activities at
826-3357 and we will set you up with a

ON THESE

HUMBOLDT
VERSITY

NHW

130,

UPCOMING

INTERVIEWS.

STATE UNI-

Career Center

class that is right for you.

S01 peace, and pursue it.

130 Nelson Hall West, 826-

i
j
4
:

[Proverbs 34:14]

3341

ENTS
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FOR MORE

www.h wiieskinaaine~career

.

-The Bible

* Brakes
JEEP

(free inspection & estimate)
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Classifie@ds=
* for students, staff, faculy and alumnl:
$6 for everyone. ae ‘
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¢ Electrical Repairs
* Cooling Systems

* Clutches + Engine Overhauls
* Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups

=

822 - 3770
513

J

Street,

Arcata

= DNDWA SCIENCE NEUD
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HSU Student Monthly Specials
e One Month Pass $30
:

© Three Month Pass $85

©

No Initiation Fee
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